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Abstract

We present a new technique for the upcoming tri-static incoherent scatter radar system EISCAT 3D (E3D) to perform a

volumetric reconstruction of the 3D ionospheric electric current density vector field, focusing on the feasibility of the E3D

system. The input to our volumetric reconstruction technique are estimates of the 3D current density perpendicular to the

main magnetic field, $\mathbf{j} \perp$, and its co-variance, to be obtained from E3D observations based on two main

assumptions: 1) Ions fully magnetised above the $E$ region, set to 200 km here. 2) Electrons fully magnetised above the

base of our domain, set to 90 km. In this way, $\mathbf{j} \perp$ estimates are obtained without assumptions about the

neutral wind field, allowing it to be subsequently determined. The volumetric reconstruction of the full 3D current density

is implemented as vertically coupled horizontal layers represented by Spherical Elementary Current Systems with a built-in

current continuity constraint. We demonstrate that our technique is able to retrieve the three dimensional nature of the

currents in our idealised setup, taken from a simulation of an active auroral ionosphere using the Geospace Environment Model

of Ion-Neutral Interactions (GEMINI). The vertical current is typically less constrained than the horizontal, but we outline

strategies for improvement by utilising additional data sources in the inversion. The ability to reconstruct the neutral wind field

perpendicular to the magnetic field in the $E$ region is demonstrated to mostly be within $\pm 50$ m/s in a limited region

above the radar system in our setup.
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Abstract17

We present a new technique for the upcoming tri-static incoherent scatter radar system18

EISCAT 3D (E3D) to perform a volumetric reconstruction of the 3D ionospheric elec-19

tric current density vector field, focusing on the feasability of the E3D system. The in-20

put to our volumetric reconstruction technique are estimates of the 3D current density21

perpendicular to the main magnetic field, j⊥, and its co-variance, to be obtained from22

E3D observations based on two main assumptions: 1) Ions fully magnetised above the23

E region, set to 200 km here. 2) Electrons fully magnetised above the base of our do-24

main, set to 90 km. In this way, j⊥ estimates are obtained without assumptions about25

the neutral wind field, allowing it to be subsequently determined. The volumetric recon-26

struction of the full 3D current density is implemented as vertically coupled horizontal27

layers represented by Spherical Elementary Current Systems with a built-in current con-28

tinuity constraint. We demonstrate that our technique is able to retrieve the three di-29

mensional nature of the currents in our idealised setup, taken from a simulation of an30

active auroral ionosphere using the Geospace Environment Model of Ion-Neutral Inter-31

actions (GEMINI). The vertical current is typically less constrained than the horizon-32

tal, but we outline strategies for improvement by utilising additional data sources in the33

inversion. The ability to reconstruct the neutral wind field perpendicular to the mag-34

netic field in the E region is demonstrated to mostly be within ±50 m/s in a limited re-35

gion above the radar system in our setup.36

Plain Language Summary37

We introduce a novel method for the upcoming EISCAT 3D (E3D) radar system38

to reconstruct the 3D electric current density vector in Earth’s ionosphere. Here we present39

the new technique and assess its feasibility for the E3D system. The input to the 3D re-40

construction technique relies on estimates of the current density perpendicular to the Earth’s41

magnetic field, obtained from the E3D observations. We include estimates of uncertain-42

ties originating from the observations of the 3D ion velocity vectors and electron den-43

sity in our reconstruction. Comparisons with simulations of an active auroral ionosphere44

exemplify that our technique provides reasonably accurate estimates of current density,45

especially in the 90-150 km altitude range. Our results demonstrate success in retriev-46

ing the horizontal part of the electric current system in the E region, while the vertical47

part has more uncertainty. Our method offers insight into how electric currents flow in48

a specific region of the Earth’s atmosphere. The results can be further improved with49

additional data sources; this flexibility is a significant advantage of our approach. Over-50

all, our study facilitates the advanced knowledge of Earth’s upper atmosphere using in-51

novative radar observations in companion with advanced analysis techniques.52

1 Introduction53

Obtaining insights into the three-dimensional aspects of high latitude ionospheric54

dynamics has been a challenging task for decades (Maeda & Kato, 1966; Leadabrand et55

al., 1972; Brekke et al., 1974; Marklund, 1984; Brekke & Hall, 1988; Moen & Brekke, 1993;56

Nozawa et al., 2005). Such endeavors have mainly been motivated by improving our fun-57

damental understanding of how the Earth’s upper atmosphere is coupled to space. Re-58

cently, also the ability to predict the atmosphere responses for Low Earth Orbit oper-59

ations has become urgent (e.g. Fang et al., 2022).60

The complexity of considering a full 3D volume of the atmosphere is so vastly dif-61

ferent from 1D and 2D descriptions that specialized instruments and tools are needed.62

In the last decade a new facility called EISCAT 3D (E3D) has been under planning (McCrea63

et al., 2015) and subsequent construction in northern Fennoscandia. The European In-64

coherent Scatter radar scientific association (EISCAT) has operated incoherent scatter65

radars (ISR) in the European arctic sector since 1981 (Rishbeth, 1982). With E3D a new66
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generation multi-site phased-array radar system is introduced. The agile technical de-67

sign allows the system to be used for volumetric measurements by means of multiple si-68

multaneous receiver beams and rapidly scanning the transmitter and receiver beam di-69

rections. Furthermore, the tri-static system is expected to facilitate measurements of the70

full 3D ion velocity in coordinated operations (e.g. Stamm et al., 2021).71

This paper targets an investigation of the capabilities of E3D to reconstruct the72

3D electric current density in a volume above the radar system, a key scientific goal of73

the E3D radar system (McCrea et al., 2015). Electric currents are key quantities in iono-74

spheric plasma and closely linked to magnetic perturbations observed from ground or75

space. Electric currents also offer insights into 3D energy deposition through plasma in-76

teractions with the neutral atmosphere. Fully understanding the physical processes in77

this region of space, where complex atmosphere-space interactions take place, relies on78

major advances in both instrumentation and analysis methodology. The latter is the tar-79

get of this paper, to develop new analysis tools that facilitate ground-breaking new in-80

sights from E3D observations and similar instrumentation. In this paper we present an81

Observing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE) of the process of volumetric recon-82

struction of the electric current density from E3D-like observations. The OSSE method83

has proven effective to map the impact of the observing system design on its performance84

(e.g. Laundal et al., 2021), and is used here to gain insights into how the E3D system85

can be applied in an effective way to obtain estimates of the electric current density in86

the region above the radar system.87

Stamm et al. (2023) recently presented a technique with strong parallels to our work.88

They explored the capabilities of using E3D observations to simultaneously estimate both89

the ionospheric electric field and neutral wind field. Two of the most important distinc-90

tions between the two approaches are that we assume the electrons are magnetized all91

the way down to the base of the analysis region, which is 90 km in our case, and we as-92

sume that the electric field may be represented by a two-dimensional electric potential.93

Stamm et al. (2023) make neither of these assumptions explicitly; they instead apply ad-94

ditional constraints to their solution through regularization, based on physical princi-95

ples (see Section 3 and Equation 21 in their study). The work presented in our paper96

complements the work by Stamm et al. (2023) with an alternative approach to derive97

similar quantities from the upcoming E3D facility. Of special significance is the similar-98

ity our approach bears to the Local mapping of polar ionospheric electrodynamics (Lompe)99

data assimilation technique (Laundal et al., 2022), allowing for convenient integration100

of various additional data sources into the reconstruction process. As will be shown in101

section 5, additional data can improve the reconstruction significantly, leading to more102

realistic results in a larger part of the volume.103

The remainder of this paper describes a technique that utilise the information ob-104

tained from observing the incoherent scatter spectrum to produce volumetric estimates105

of the 3D electric current density. Figure 1 is a flowchart of the different steps involved,106

to be presented in more detail throughout this paper. The input to our processing is shown107

in yellow boxes in Figure 1. Section 2 describes in detail how our pre-processing (pur-108

ple boxes) of these input lead to estimates of the current density perpendicular to the109

main magnetic field, j⊥ at the measurement locations, which is the input to the volu-110

metric reconstruction technique that we call E3DSECS, introduced in section 3. Section111

4 presents the performance of our technique, followed by suggestions for how this can112

be improved in section 5. Finally, we provide some concluding remarks in section 6.113

2 Estimating j⊥ with EISCAT 3D114

The current density is not one of the primary parameters deduced from the ion line115

ISR spectrum, so additional assumptions must be made. This section describes how we116

can arrive at estimates of j⊥ in a two-step process. First, the ionospheric convection elec-117
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the different steps involved in the volumetric reconstruction of the

electric current density j. Respective section numbers are indicated in green color. Inputs to our

processing are indicated with yellow, processing steps in purple, and output in pink.

tric field E⊥ is estimated from E3D observations at altitudes where ion-neutral inter-118

actions can be neglected, described in section 2.3. Subsequently, two possible approaches119

are outlined that both give estimates of the perpendicular current density j⊥ from E3D120

measurements. Both methods utilise the assumption of the perpendicular electron mo-121

tion being frozen-in all the way down to the bottom of the 3D domain. The resulting122

j⊥ estimates (both methods explained in section 2.4) form the basis for the volumetric123

reconstruction method of the full 3D current density vector j based on current continu-124

ity, to be further described in section 3.125

2.1 Means of validation: GEMINI model126

For the development of the volumetric reconstruction method of the 3D ionospheric127

current density based on E3D observations, a realistic set of synthetic data is needed as128

a “ground truth” baseline for the reconstruction results. We use outputs from the Geospace129

Environmental Model of Ion-Neutral Interactions (GEMINI) (Zettergren & Snively, 2015;130

Zettergren, 2019) for this purpose. GEMINI computes self-consistent solutions to the131

ionospheric plasma continuity, momentum, and energy equations (including chemical and132

collisional sources) and is coupled to a quasistatic description of ionospheric current clo-133

sure which provides a solution for the ionospheric electric potential given an input field-134

aligned current. For brevity we omit a full description of the governing equation in GEM-135

INI as these are listed and described in detail in Appendix A of Zettergren and Snively136

(2015).137

The GEMINI simulation used in the present study includes a pair of static up/down138

field aligned currents (FAC) above Northern Fennoscandia, oriented along magnetic (dipole)139

parallels as seen in Figure 2. All analysis presented here is based on the last time step140

in the simulation, made available together with this publication (Reistad & Zettergren,141

2024). Red color indicates a current out of the ionosphere. The electric potential at 200142
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Electric potential and FAC in GEMINI
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Figure 2. The GEMINI model is forced with a pair of up/down field aligned currents, here

shown as red/blue colors, respectively. The electric potential from GEMINI is shown as dashed

black contours at 3 kV intervals. The field aligned current pattern is aligned in the magnetic

east/west direction, indicated by the grey magnetic dipole latitude parallels (geographic latitude

contours are also shown for reference, in lighter grey). The 200 km altitude footprint of the vol-

umetric reconstruction region used throughout this paper is indicated in green, approximately

aligned with the magnetic latitude contours.

km altitude is shown as dashed black lines with 3 kV intervals. In the simulation the neu-143

tral atmosphere is stationary in the frame of the Earth.144

2.2 Sampling from the GEMINI model output and adding realistic noise145

We have chosen to sample from the GEMINI simulation at 103 altitudes along 31146

beams. The beam configuration consists of 3 “rings” of 10 beams each, uniformly sep-147

arated in azimuth, see Figure 6. The elevation angles of the rings are 55◦, 65◦, and 75◦.148

The last beam is vertical. Each site of the E3D system (one transceiver and two ded-149

icated receivers) is located approx. 200 km south compared to its real locations to probe150

a more relevant part of the simulation output, covering the transition between the up151

and down FAC regions, see Figure 2. Samples of electron density and 3D ion velocities152

are retrieved along the beams between 90 and 500 km altitude in 4-km altitude inter-153

vals, leading to a total of 3, 133 observations. The modeled values from GEMINI are es-154

timated at these locations from linear interpolation from the native GEMINI grid which155

has a spatial resolution of approx. 5 km in the vertical and north-south direction, and156

approx. 15 km in the east-west direction in our region of interest.157

To yield a more realistic case for investigating the performance of the volumetric158

E3D based 3D reconstruction, we added noise to the observed 3D ion velocities vi and159

electron density n. The variances and co-variances of the observed n and vi are estimated160

based on the specified beam configuration, integration time (10 min total, approximately161

19.4 s per beam), electron density, electron and ion temperature (taken from GEMINI),162

and a reference atmosphere. These calculations are carried out using the e3doubt pack-163

age (Hatch & Virtanen, 2024).164

2.3 Estimating v⊥ at a reference altitude165

In both of the approaches to estimate j⊥ outlined in section 2.4, we make the con-166

venient assumption that the electron mobility ke = Ωe

νen
>> 1 all the way to the base167

of our volume, set to 90 km in the example to be shown. Here, Ωe and νen are the elec-168

tron gyro-frequency and electron-neutral collision frequency, respectively. We likewise169
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assume that the electric field maps along field lines everywhere within the reconstruc-170

tion domain. This is a reasonable assumption for the scale sizes addressed in this study171

(of order 10s of km, see Farley, 1959). With this assumption the electron motion per-172

pendicular to B in the lower parts of our domain directly follows from the ion motion173

in the higher parts where the ion mobility ki = Ωi

νin
>> 1. This assumption (ke >>174

1) is a much used simplification above 100 km (Boström, 1964; Kaeppler et al., 2015)175

that greatly reduces the complexity of the 3D reconstruction technique.176

As mentioned in the introduction, we further assume that the convection electric177

field is a potential field, E = −∇Φ. Hence, we neglect the contribution from compres-178

sional flows related to dynamic processes changing the magnetic field through induction179

(see e.g. Vanhamäki et al., 2007; Madelaire et al., 2024). The use of a potential electric180

field may not be valid for combining velocity estimates obtained using short integration181

times, and during very active conditions such as sudden commencements. However, for182

this application, several minutes of integration time is likely needed to sample the vol-183

ume with a large number of beams.184

Estimating the electric potential Φ (used to express v⊥ in our domain) may be done185

in a completely separate process from the volumetric 3D reconstruction of the current186

density field, which is our primary goal. With E3D, the convection electric field can be187

estimated by combining all 3D ion velocities in the domain above a height hΦ where ion-188

neutral interactions are assumed to be negligible. We have used hΦ = 200 km in our189

tests with GEMINI outputs. To estimate Φ it would be beneficial to place hΦ as low as190

possible. A low hΦ will improve the spatial coverage, as each observation will sample a191

new field line. In principle, any other relevant observation of the F -region plasma flow192

may be used to improve the estimate, such as Doppler shift velocities from ground based193

HF radars. Before fitting Φ at hΦ, we map the observed 3D ion velocities (from E3D)194

between hΦ and 500 km to hΦ using eq. 4.17 in Richmond (1995) and Modified Apex195

basis vectors with a reference height of 110 km (sometimes referred to as MA-110 co-196

ordinates). Since GEMINI uses a centered dipole main field, we use the dipole equiva-197

lents of the Modified Apex base vectors (Laundal, 2024). Then, we use the LOcal Map-198

ping of Polar ionospheric Electrodynamics (Lompe) (Laundal et al., 2022; Hovland et199

al., 2022) framework to represent Φ. The use of Lompe is a matter of convenience, as200

it offers the relevant grid and interpolation functionality, and uses the assumption of a201

potential electric field to constrain the fit of the input data.202

The Lompe representation of Φ is by design made to express a purely horizontal203

E-field, which is the projection of the actual E that is assumed to have no component204

along B, namely E = −∇Φ = −v×B. Therefore, the parallel component of the sam-205

pled ion velocity vi is removed as part of the mentioned mapping, and only the horizon-206

tal components (east, north) of the mapped vi,⊥ is used as input to the Lompe-fit. How-207

ever, when evaluating the Lompe-description of the convection, the radial part of v⊥ is208

recovered by invoking v⊥·B = 0. This is relevant since the field inclination above the209

E3D facility is approximately 11◦. Hence, the E-field used in the subsequent reconstruc-210

tion is the full E⊥, and not only its horizontal projection.211

An example of the Lompe fit is shown in Figure 3. Here, the mapped vi,⊥ vectors212

are shown at the hΦ height as orange vectors, representing the input data used in Lompe.213

The noise added into the observations is evident, as the underlying GEMINI simulation214

is as smooth as the electric potential pattern shown in Figure 2. The resulting fitted con-215

vection velocities are shown as black arrows, and the electric potential as blue contour216

lines (5 kV intervals). To reduce artifacts close to the perimeter of the Lompe represen-217

tation, only the interior part inside the green rectangle is used for the subsequent vol-218

umetric reconstruction. This is the same green frame used in all subsequent figures through-219

out this paper, and has a horizontal extent of approx. 300×300 km, with edges of ap-220

prox. 20 km, see Figure 7 and section 3.2 for details. The performance of the Lompe-221

fit inside this interior region is seen in the right panel. Here, a uniform mesh of points222
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Estimate v  with E3D sampling > 200km
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Figure 3. Left: Lompe is fitted with horizontal part of v⊥,i above hΦ, after being mapped

down to hΦ, here shown with orange vectors. The jitter seen in the observations originate from

the noise that has been added (see section 2.5 for details). Black vectors and blue contours show

the Lompe output velocity and electric potential, respectively. Right: The GEMINI model is

evaluated on a uniform 3D mesh between hΦ = 200 km and 500 km above the interior region.

Green dots in left panel represents the sampling locations mapped down to hΦ. A good agree-

ment between the mapped v⊥,i from GEMINI (without noise) and v⊥ from Lompe (based on

noisy observations) is demonstrated.

is sampled from the GEMINI model, extending in altitude in 7 layers from hΦ up to 500223

km, referred to as “evaluation locations”. The evaluation locations mapped down to hΦ224

are indicated with green dots in the left panel. The perpendicular ion velocities vi,⊥ from225

GEMINI (with no noise added) at the evaluation locations are also mapped down to hΦ,226

facilitating a direct comparison to what is estimated with the Lompe representation at227

the same locations. The right panel in Figure 3 shows this performance. In this exam-228

ple, a fair correspondence is seen in all three components of v⊥ for this 31-beam con-229

figuration; at the same time the deviations of the magnitudes of the estimated v⊥ are230

> 100 m/s for typically 30% of the evaluation locations. The performance of the v⊥ re-231

construction with Lompe also depends on the degree of structure in the convection field232

that is being mapped, where more structure requires a larger number of beams to cap-233

ture the variation. The main sources for the deviations from the black line in this ex-234

ample is expected to originate from the sparseness in observation density above 200 km235

in our beam configuration, and the estimated noise from the tri-static E3D system.236

2.4 Inferring j⊥ from ISR measurements237

Using the definition of electric current density238

With E3D, we expect to obtain 3D vector estimates of vi within the field of view239

(FOV) above the radar. The perpendicular current density j⊥ can thus be estimated when240

ve,⊥ is specified, from the differential motion of ions and electrons:241

j⊥ = ne(vi,⊥ − ve,⊥) (1)

where n is the electron density (also observed with E3D), and e is the elementary charge.242

With the continuous description of v⊥ at hΦ (using Lompe), we can now evaluate for243

–7–
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v⊥ at the locations at hΦ that map to each observation along our beams (and also any244

other location within the domain). Due to our assumption of frozen-in electrons, this map-245

ping allows us to express the perpendicular electron velocity ve,⊥ at each measurement246

location along our beams purely based on the estimated 2D electric potential Φ. Thus,247

by applying equation 1 we can obtain estimates of the perpendicular current density at248

each E3D sample location. Because of our above assumptions about negligible ion-neutral249

interactions above hΦ, our j⊥ estimates from equation 1 is only valid below this altitude.250

Note that despite the perpendicular current arising from interactions with the neutral251

atmosphere, the current density is a frame invariant quantity in Galilean relativity (Mannucci252

et al., 2022). Hence, the currents estimated in this way (not using any assumptions about253

the neutral wind field) can in principle be used to further constrain the neutral wind field254

in the regions of ion-neutral interactions. We return to this in section 6.255

The performance of this method is illustrated in Figure 4. Here we can see the ge-256

ographic eastward (ϕ) component of j⊥ in color on a north-south slice inside the 3D vol-257

ume from which we assume we can get ion velocity vector measurements from E3D. The258

left panel shows the quantity as represented in the GEMINI model (the ground truth259

with no noise), interpolated to our sampling grid (what is indicated by the vertical slice).260

A set of field-lines (orange) are also shown originating from the edge of the data-cube261

that faces towards magnetic north. A horizontal grey line is shown at hΦ = 200 km to262

illustrate the region where ions are assumed to not interact strongly with the neutral at-263

mosphere, and our estimates using equation 1 should be valid. An eastward current (red)264

is seen in the E region toward the northern part of the domain, corresponding to the re-265

gion of strong westward convection seen in Figures 2 and 3, indicating a Hall current.266

The middle panel shows the estimated perpendicular eastward current density from the267

method outlined above. It must be mentioned that in Figure 4, no noise has been added268

to the vi samples in the slice shown. We here show samples from a uniform grid in the269

slice shown, not corresponding to a typical beam configuration, which is what e3doubt270

needs to estimate the variances. Hence, this figure reflects purely the ability of the es-271

timated convection electric field (estimated using a realistic beam configuration and noise)272

to estimate j⊥ when combined with the assumption of frozen-in electron motion. In sec-273

tion 2.5 we show how the uncertainties estimated with e3doubt for our 31-beam setup274

propagate into uncertainties in the estimated j⊥ by also taking into account the covari-275

ance of the measured vi and the variance in n in equation 1, which should be represen-276

tative for the errors of the estimates in Figure 4.277

The agreement of the estimated j⊥,ϕ in Figure 4 is mostly good in the E region where278

the perpendicular current is significant and the use of equation 1 is valid, highlighted by279

the difference plot to the right. Here, the reconstructed j⊥,ϕ is mostly within ±20% of280

the ground truth. This is also the case for the northward component of the current (not281

shown). Most notable are the differences above the strong horizontal currents. Here, a282

slight error in the modelled ve,⊥ introduces an erroneous j⊥,ϕ, highlighting the challenge283

of representing the difference between two large quantities (catastrophic cancellation).284

Even though we will not use use j⊥ estimates above hΦ, this effect increases the errors285

also in the E region. In the remainder of this subsection we elaborate on an alternative286

approach to estimate j⊥ that may be beneficial with respect to this challenge.287

Using the ionospheric Ohm’s law to represent j⊥288

As an alternative to using the difference between ion and electron velocity to es-289

timate the current density, the ionospheric Ohm’s law (hereafter simply “Ohm’s law”)290

can be used. Ohm’s law describes the steady state relationship between the convection291

electric field in the reference frame of the neutral atmosphere, the current density, and292

the ionospheric Hall and Pedersen conductivity, σH and σP :293
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Figure 4. Geographic eastward component of j⊥ in color shown on a vertical slice through the

data-cube to be used in the volumetric reconstruction of the 3D j described in the next section.

Left: Output from the GEMINI model (no noise), which is what we try to represent using our

estimate of the convection electric field. Middle: The same quantity recreated using the velocity

difference between ions and electrons. Right: The difference. Field lines originating from the bot-

tom edge of the northward facing side of the data cube is shown in orange. Lompe grid at 90 km

is shown in green, and the mapping altitude hΦ = 200 km is indicated with a horizontal grey line.

Due to our frozen in assumptions, j⊥ estimates above hΦ is not used in our subsequent analysis.

j⊥ = jP + jH = σPE
′ + σH b̂×E′ (2)

where b̂ is a unit vector along the main magnetic field B. The two terms are referred294

to as the Pedersen and Hall current. E′ = E+ u×B is the electric field in the frame295

of the neutral wind u. In the GEMINI simulation used here, u = 0, meaning that the296

neutral atmosphere co-rotates with the surface. In reality, u can be of relevance and have297

significant vertical velocity shears in the E region (Larsen, 2002; Sangalli et al., 2009).298

By assuming a neutral wind field, equation 2 can be used to estimate j⊥ if the con-299

ductivity is also known. Since E3D will get simultaneous measurements of the electron300

density and ion temperature, σH and σP can be estimated based on assumptions of the301

neutral atmosphere density and temperature profile (to obtain estimates of ion-neutral302

collision frequency at measurement locations). In this approach, one is guaranteed to get303

small j⊥ estimates at high altitudes due to the low conductivity, which the velocity dif-304

ference approach struggles with due to the catastrophic cancellation effect. However, the305

Ohm’s law approach builds upon assumptions about the neutral atmosphere density, tem-306

perature, and winds that are not imposed in the velocity difference method.307

Figure 5 shows the estimated perpendicular eastward current density using the Ohm’s308

law approach outlined here, in the same format as Figure 4. This is expected to work309

very well since u = 0 is used in the GEMINI simulation. Furthermore, the conductiv-310

ity is known precisely as this is also derived from the GEMINI simulation output. An311

interesting aspect of the Ohm’s law approach is that it may offer an advantageous way312

to incorporate additional information about the neutral atmosphere. Since the number313

of beams available is highly restricted compared to the vast volume of the reconstruc-314

tion region, additional information is most likely needed to constrain the volumetric re-315

construction of j to produce physically meaningful results. This we return to in section316

5.317
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Figure 5. Estimates of the eastward component of the perpendicular current density based on

the estimated convection electric field and knowledge about the ionospheric conductivity using

the ionospheric Ohm’s law. The format is the same as Figure 4.

2.5 Uncertainty estimates318

We here perform a rough estimate of the expected errors due to the process of ob-319

serving the incoherent scatter spectrum with E3D. We use the default E3D configura-320

tion of the e3doubt package, aside from shifting the three E3D sites 200 km to the south321

as described in section 2.2, setting the range resolution to 4 km, and specifying a total322

integration time of 10 min.323

By default e3doubt uses a 233 MHz carrier frequency, 3.5 MW transmitter power,324

25 % duty cycle, and 300 K system noise temperature for all receivers. The transmis-325

sion and reception beam widths at the core transceiver site are 2.1◦ and 1.2◦, respectively,326

and the remote receiver sites have 1.7◦ beam width. The core site transmission and re-327

ception beams have different widths, because transmitters will not be installed to all core328

site antenna elements in the first phase of E3D.329

The e3doubt package uses the GEMINI simulation plasma parameters and radar330

equation to calculate signal power and incoherent scatter self-noise power in each receiver331

beam. These powers are then converted into noise levels of the decoded lag profiles and332

subsequently to standard deviations of the fitted plasma parameters following the scheme333

presented by Vallinkoski (1988). Standard deviations of the ion velocities as observed334

at the three receiver sites are then used to calculate the 3x3 covariance matrix for each335

3D observation of the ion drift velocity vector from the E3D system, cov(vi). By uti-336

lizing the Apex base vectors d1,d2, e1, and e2, the mapping of the perpendicular part337

of the 3D ion velocity measurements above hΦ (vi) down to this altitude (vm) can be338

represented as the operation339

vm = Mvi. (3)

where M is the mapping matrix made from the Apex basis vectors. The mapping of the340

covariance of a vector vi when acted upon by an operator M is (e.g. Aster et al., 2018)341

cov(vm) = cov(Mvi) = Mcov(vi)MT . (4)

This is how M is used to estimate the data covariance matrix (Cd = cov(vm)) of the342

mapped perpendicular 3D ion velocity observations that is used to constrain the Lompe343

representation of the horizontal potential electric field (see Laundal et al. (2022) for fur-344

ther details of the Lompe inversion). The covariance matrix of the model parameters de-345

scribing the Lompe representation (mL) is given by the Lompe matrices involved in the346

inversion for the model parameters, namely347

cov(mL) = (GT
LC

−1
d GL + R)−1 (5)
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where GL is the Lompe design matrix describing how the Lompe model parameters re-348

late to the observations of the horizontal part of v⊥ (see e.g. Madelaire et al., 2023). R349

is the regularization used when inverting for mL (here we use λ1 = 0.6, λ2 = 0 as de-350

fined in Laundal et al. (2022), determined using cross validation by minimising the resid-351

ual norm). Due to the imposed regularization, there is a chance that the solution mL352

is biased. Thus, cov(mL) could be an underestimate of the true error (including both353

statistical uncertainty and bias) of the convection representation if the imposed regu-354

larization is not well justified. As shown in this example, the known convection field varies355

smoothly, and hence we argue that our regularization is reasonable. However, in the real356

application to E3D the situation may be different.357

The covariance of the Lompe representation is propagated further, into the per-358

pendicular velocity at the original 3D ion velocity observation below hΦ, which would359

represent the ve,⊥ estimate. This is a relevant quantity when we want to evaluate the360

difference between the perpendicular ion and electron velocities at each observation lo-361

cation to express the perpendicular current density. Going from cov(mL) to cov(ve,⊥)362

is done in two steps, both using equation 4. First, we use the matrix GL that relates mL363

to v⊥ at hΦ at the locations mapping to the observations (here v⊥ ·B = 0 is utilized364

to expand GL to get the radial component of v⊥). Second, when the covariance of v⊥365

at hΦ is known, v⊥ is finally mapped back to its original measurement altitude to ob-366

tain the ve,⊥ estimate. The square root of the diagonal elements of cov(ve,⊥) indicate367

an uncertainty mostly in the range 120 − 230 m/s for the horizontal components and368

30− 60 m/s for the vertical component.369

When using the velocity difference expression in equation 1, the covariance of j⊥370

can be expressed as371

cov(j⊥) = e2
[
var(n)

[
cov(∆v⊥) + ∆v⊥∆vT

⊥
]
+ n2cov(∆v⊥)

]
(6)

where ∆v⊥ = vi,⊥ − ve,⊥ is the 3D vector of ion and electron perpendicular velocity372

difference, e is the elementary charge, and var(n) is the variance of the electron density,373

also obtained from e3doubt. One can see that the covariance of j⊥ does not only depend374

on the (co)variances of n and ∆v⊥, but also scales with the electron density squared and375

the outer product ∆v⊥∆vT
⊥.376

Figure 6 shows to what accuracy E3D may be capable of estimating j⊥ with the377

velocity difference method. We note that this is an estimate using a simulated event with378

both significant electron density and electric currents, with fairly smooth variations in379

space (Figure 2) and no variation in time. The performance of the actual E3D radar sys-380

tem will largely depend on the specific situation and operating mode. Nevertheless, the381

uncertainty analysis carried out here should provide some insights into the expected per-382

formance. Figure 6A shows the geographic eastward component (ϕ) of the perpendic-383

ular current density from the GEMINI model along the 31 beams. The horizontal grid384

within the green frame is placed at 90 km, and represents the horizontal part of the grid385

to be used in the volumetric reconstruction described in the following section, and is the386

same as the green frame in Figure 3. Panel B shows the square root of the diagonal el-387

ement of cov(j⊥) from equation 6 corresponding to the eastward direction. One can see388

that the estimated uncertainties of j⊥ are substantial, with the majority of the values389

in the range 5-20 µA/m2 in this example. The uncertainty of the northward component390

of j⊥ is found to be of similar magnitudes (not shown). In Figure 6D we show the sig-391

nal to noise ratio: the magnitude of the perpendicular current density from GEMINI over392

the magnitude of the error: SNR = |j⊥|/|σj⊥ |, where |σj⊥ | =
√
cov(j⊥)ee + cov(j⊥)nn + cov(j⊥)uu,393

and the subscripts refer to the respective diagonal elements. Here it is evident that in394

the E region, the uncertainty is typically smaller than the current density itself, suggest-395

ing that it is possible to retrieve the quantity here. In Figure 6C, we plot a vertical pro-396

file along one of the beams used. One can see that below ∼ 140 km, SNR is above 1.397

The vertical profile of |j⊥| from the GEMINI model along the same beam is also shown.398

One can see that |j⊥| is mainly confined below 140 km.399
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Figure 6. Co-variances of tri-static ion velocity measurements from E3D, as estimated by

e3doubt, propagated into covariance of the estimated j⊥ as described in section 2.5. A: The

ground truth for comparison, as obtained from the GEMINI model. B: Uncertainty of j⊥,ϕ, ob-

tained as the square root of the corresponding diagonal elements of the covariance matrix. C: A

vertical profile along a specific beam: Blue line is the ratio SNR = |j⊥|/|σj⊥ |, showing that the

error is mainly less than |j⊥| within the E region. Orange line is |j⊥| along the same beam for

comparison. D: The same value as the blue line in C for all beams.
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3 Volumetric reconstruction of full current density vector from j⊥ ob-400

servations401

The motivation for this paper is to investigate the feasibility of utilizing measure-402

ments from the tri-static E3D facility to obtain a volumetric representation of the elec-403

tric current density within the E3D FOV, the E3DSECS model. The above description404

of how to obtain estimates of j⊥ and cov(j⊥) is the first step of this task. We here de-405

scribe a framework that enables the j⊥ measurements to be used in a volumetric recon-406

struction of the full 3D current density (the blue boxes in Figure 1). The most funda-407

mental physical aspects of the E3DSECS modelling scheme is presented in this section.408

For a detailed description of the numerical implementation, also made available as a Python409

package (Reistad et al., 2024), we refer the reader to Appendix A.410

3.1 Decomposing the current411

Since the magnetic field inclination in the E3D field of view is significant (approx-412

imately 11◦), the main magnetic field should not simply be assumed to be vertical. Here413

we formulate how the local magnetic field orientation is used in the transformations be-414

tween the full vector description of j and its projection to the plane perpendicular to B.415

One way to decompose the current is in terms of perpendicular and field-aligned416

components, similar to what was done in equation 1:417

j = j∥b̂+ j⊥, (7)

where418

j⊥ = b̂× (j× b̂). (8)

Another way to decompose the current is in terms of horizontal and vertical com-419

ponents:420

j = jr r̂+ jh, (9)

where421

jh = r̂× (j× r̂) = jθ θ̂ + jϕϕ̂. (10)

Here r̂ is a vertical unit vector, and θ̂ and ϕ̂ are unit vectors in the co-latitude and az-422

imuthal directions, respectively.423

If b̂ is vertical, the perpendicular/field-aligned decomposition and horizontal / ver-424

tical decompositions are identical. However, for E3D, the inclination should be taken into425

account. We define b̂ = br r̂+ bθ θ̂ + bϕϕ̂ and j = jr r̂+ jθ θ̂ + jϕϕ̂. Then j⊥ can be ex-426

pressed as427

j⊥ =b̂× (j× b̂) (11)

=

b2θ + b2ϕ −brbθ −brbϕ
−brbθ b2r + b2ϕ −bθbϕ
−brbϕ −bθbϕ b2r + b2θ

jr
jθ
jϕ

 (12)

=Bj (13)

where the three components refer to the r, θ, ϕ directions, here radial, co-latitude and428

azimuthal, respectively. The 3×3 matrix B describes the projection of a vector repre-429

sentation of j onto the plane perpendicular to B, and will be used in the implementa-430

tion of the 3D reconstruction of j described below.431

3.2 The proposed 3D representation432

We now develop a horizontally layered description of the current density field by433

expanding a commonly used representation of the high latitude ionospheric currents. Amm434
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(1997) showed that the divergence-free (DF) and curl-free (CF) Spherical Elementary435

Current Systems (SECS) form a complete basis for describing any sufficiently smooth436

2D vector field on a sphere. He also highlighted certain physical properties of CF and437

DF SECS that are convenient for representing currents, such as their localized nature,438

and that the SECS node coefficient in his 2D application has units of Ampere, represent-439

ing the amount of electric current entering/leaving the localized region. The SECS rep-440

resentation has been widely applied to both height integrated ionospheric currents (e.g.441

Vanhamäki & Juusola, 2020), ionospheric convection (Amm et al., 2010; Reistad et al.,442

2019), and a combination thereof (Laundal et al., 2022), but to our knowledge not yet443

for 3D electric current densities.444

In our layered representation we use the following decomposition of j at each al-445

titude layer:446

j = jr r̂+ jh = jr r̂+ j⋆ + j◦ (14)

where ⋆ and ◦ refer to the CF and DF part of jh at a given height. This is a Helmholtz447

decomposition, here applied to 2D spherical surfaces, enabling jh to be described with448

CF + DF SECS. Note that this layered description is different from the usual SECS rep-449

resentation, in the sense that the SECS basis functions in each layer represent the cur-450

rent density [A/m2] at that layer, and not a sheet current density [A/m] which is usu-451

ally the case. Hence, the SECS model coefficients have units of A/m, and the sheet cur-452

rent density of each layer can be obtained by multiplying by the distance between lay-453

ers.454

The layers of CF + DF SECS describe only the horizontal part of the full current455

density vector. To couple the radial part of the current density with the SECS repre-456

sentation we impose current continuity, leading to an integral in the radial direction for457

jr. Applying ∇ · j = 0 and setting jr(r0) = 0 we get458

jr(r) = −
∫ r

r0

∇ · jhdr, (15)

where in practice the integrand ∇·jh is expressed in terms of height-dependent CF SECS459

amplitudes, since the CF amplitudes have the property that they are proportional to the460

divergence. The DF part of the field has by definition no divergence and therefore does461

not have a direct relation to the radial current density. The altitude r0 should represent462

the ”bottom” of the ionosphere at which no significant radial currents flow. However,463

as mentioned in the previous section, our technique relies on the assumption of treat-464

ing the electrons as fully magnetized, so r0 should be carefully chosen.465

Another convenient property of the SECS basis functions for our purposes is that466

they have a short reach, and hence the model coefficients (the CF + DF SECS node am-467

plitudes) are very localized in nature, describing the degree of divergence and curl of the468

vector field at their specific locations. In our layered description, each layer has a grid469

of CF and DF nodes. For simplicity we place the CF and DF nodes at the same loca-470

tions within each layer, and use a grid that is approximately of equal area (Laundal &471

Reistad, 2022). In the vertical direction, the next layer has its nodes at the same spher-472

ical coordinates to simplify the vertical integration in equation 15. The resulting 3D grid473

is therefore a mesh with shape (K × I ×J), where the dimensions indicate the size in474

the vertical (K) and horizontal (I, J) dimensions. Since the the ion-neutral interactions475

leading to perpendicular currents mainly take place in the E region, typically between476

100 and 140 km, we use a closer spacing of the layers in this region. An example of the477

3D grid can be seen in Figure 7. In this example grid oriented approximately towards478

magnetic north, 22 layers are used, starting at 90 km, with a 5 km separation up to 140479

km. The horizontal resolution of the (17× 11) element cubed sphere grid is (19× 23)480

km with a total extent of (325×264) km in the (magnetic north, east) directions at the481
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Figure 7. An example 3D grid using the proposed layered SECS representation. The altitude

spacing is denser in the E region where j⊥ has more structure. Magnetic field lines originating at

the northern edge of the base of the grid is shown in orange to highlight the inclination above the

E3D system. Note that the Tx/Rx sites shown here are not the real E3D sites, but the modified

locations used in this paper.

base layer at 90 km. This leads to a total of M = 2KIJ = 8, 228 SECS nodes to rep-482

resent both the CF and DF fields in this case.483

The numerical implementation is described in detail in Appendix A. This descrip-484

tion is intended to complement the Python implementation of E3DSECS that is made pub-485

licly available (Reistad et al., 2024).486

4 Performance of reconstruction technique487

Figure 8 shows an example of the volumetric reconstruction of j (bottom row) com-488

pared with the ground truth from the GEMINI model (upper row, no noise). Each spa-489

tial component is shown in separate columns, and 3 cuts are presented in each panel: One490

vertical cut in the central part of the volume (magnetic north-south direction), and two491

horizontal cuts at 102.5 and 355 km altitude. In this reconstruction we have included492

all the steps outlined above (using the velocity difference method to estimate j⊥) to try493

to assess the performance of the E3D radar system: A symmetric 31-beam configura-494

tion is used, and the covariances of the observed 3D ion velocities and electron densi-495

ties along these beams are modelled using e3doubt, assuming a 10-min integration time496

during the fairly perturbed conditions in the GEMINI model run. We note that when497

evaluating the E3DSECS model, it is beneficial to evaluate on locations displaced half498

a grid cell in all 3 spatial directions, due to the singularities of the SECS elementary func-499

tions. This is done in all plots shown here.500

The (r, θ, ϕ) components shown in Figure 8 refer to the geographic reference frame501

used in our representation. However, the orientation of the grid, and hence the vertical502

slice shown, corresponds approximately to the magnetic meridian, as the electrodynam-503
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Figure 8. Example of how the proposed volumetric reconstruction technique performs shown

on a vertical north-south slice through the domain, and two horizontal cuts at 102.5 and 355 km

altitude. Top row: The ground truth that is sampled from (GEMINI model with no noise). The

three columns show the r, θ and ϕ components of the full 3D current density vector. Bottom

row: the corresponding estimated values from the volumetric reconstruction described above. Re-

construction of the horizontal components is overall better than the reconstruction of the radial

component.
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Figure 9. Top row: Current density vector component uncertainties (the square root of the

diagonal of the 3D model covariance matrix propagated into 3D current density space). In ad-

dition to the vertical slice, two horizontal cuts are also shown. Bottom row: The ratio of the

ground truth value of the current density component and the estimated uncertainty, highlighting

the better ability to reconstruct the horizontal components compared to the vertical.

ics in the GEMINI simulation is forced with a pair of field-aligned currents (FAC) aligned504

north-south in magnetic coordinates, see Figure 2. In the GEMINI panels of the hori-505

zontal components a relatively weak current density is seen extending throughout the506

F region. This is the projection of the FACs into the horizontal components.507

It is evident that especially the horizontal part of the reconstructed j is a fairly ac-508

curate description of the ground truth in this case, in the E region. Above hΦ at 200 km509

the model predicts negligible horizontal currents as no observations are provided here.510

However, despite the vertically connected horizontal layers of the CF part of j, the ver-511

tical current density is more challenging to reconstruct on the basis of current continu-512

ity and the 31 beams used. This is expected as its value depends on an integral (sum)513

of the model parameters. Its large-scale features can be recognized, such as the transi-514

tion from upward to downward FAC. It is evident that additional information would be515

beneficial to improve the 3D modelling capabilities of the vertical component of j in this516

case.517

Using the estimated covariance of j⊥ based on realistic E3D sampling (equation518

6) as the data covariance in equation A14, we get an estimate of the covariance of the519

modelled 3D current density j. The square root of the diagonal elements of cov(j), which520

we refer to as the ”uncertainty,” is shown using the same north-south and horizontal slices521

as earlier, in the upper row in Figure 9. It is clear that the radial component has the largest522

uncertainty, and that the uncertainty is reduced in the regions of dense measurements523

above the transmitter site below hΦ. The bottom row in Figure 9 shows the ratio of the524

magnitude of the same current component from GEMINI, divided by the uncertainty in525

the top panel. This signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) type plot highlights where the estimated526
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Figure 10. A different view of the performance of the 3D current density modelling, investi-

gated by comparing the modelled values to the ground truth on a 3D mesh of points not used in

the creation of the model. Again, the better performance of the horizontal components is seen.

Colors represents the three components of j, in addition to the field aligned component, as evalu-

ated only above 200 km (red).

quantities can be expected to be good. This analysis suggests that in the regions of strong527

E region currents in the vicinity of E3D, the uncertainty of the 3D reconstructed hor-528

izontal components of j is generally substantially less than the true value of the current529

density.530

The performance of the 3D reconstruction is further investigated by comparing the531

model output on a uniform 3D mesh inside the domain (not the locations used to make532

the model) to the ground truth value from GEMINI. Figure 10 shows a scatter plot of533

each component of the current density, in addition to j projected along the direction of534

the main magnetic field (FAC) for the evaluation locations above 200 km. Two differ-535

ent metrics of performance are also presented in Figure 10; the Root Mean Square Er-536

ror (RMSE) and the linear correlation coefficient between the modelled and ground truth537

quantity. Despite having the smallest magnitudes among the three components, the ra-538

dial component shows significant scatter, and has the lowest correlation value.539

5 Strategies for improvements540

The inverse problem of the volumetric reconstruction of the electric current den-541

sity outlined in section 3 is typically under-determined, as is the case with the 31-beam542

experiment shown here. This section explores strategies to further constrain the prob-543

lem, which could be possible in the application of this technique by incorporating ad-544
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ditional observations from other ground based and/or low-Earth Orbiting (LEO) instru-545

ments.546

5.1 Specifying the field aligned current pattern on the top boundary547

With large satellite constellations carrying magnetometers, like Iridium NEXT, the548

high latitude field-aligned current pattern is routinely monitored on a coarse scale. Fur-549

thermore, recent advances in regional ionospheric data assimilation like Lompe (Laundal550

et al., 2022; Hovland et al., 2022) significantly reduce the difficulty of utilising multiple551

observational sources to infer the mesoscale FAC pattern in a limited region.552

We have explored the benefits on our 3D inversion scheme of specifying the radial553

current density on the top face of our domain (to be shown in Figures 11–13). This is554

implemented as additional observations when building the set of equations presented in555

equation A11. Additional rows are stacked, corresponding to the value of the radial cur-556

rent density in the centre locations of the upper layer of the grid, taken from GEMINI.557

These observations are related to the model parameters by constructing a correspond-558

ing S matrix for those locations (see Appendix A), and we use a constant variance of (1µA/m2)2559

for these observations in the inversion.560

5.2 Specifying the vertical Hall and Pedersen current profile561

Another strategy we have investigated is to impose prior knowledge of the verti-562

cal j⊥ profile. Since we have here chosen to extend the 3D model above hΦ, up to 500563

km, the 3D model does not know that j⊥ is assumed to be zero here, unless specified.564

We have tried to address this by adding a cost to the inversion based on a prescribed565

perpendicular current density profile above hΦ. By relating the model amplitudes to the566

Pedersen and Hall current (found by projecting the modelled j⊥ along ê and b̂×ê, re-567

spectively, where ê is the unit vector along the electric field), we add rows to G in equa-568

tion A11 of zero Hall and Pedersen currents along vertical profiles from each horizon-569

tal grid cell from 200 km and above, using a corresponding variance of (1µA/m2)2 in the570

inversion. This strategy can in principle be expanded using other types of observations,571

and will be discussed briefly in the next subsection.572

5.3 Performance of improvement strategies573

Figures 11–13 show the improvements on the volumetric reconstruction of j by us-574

ing the two additional constraints described above, in the same format as Figures 8–10.575

Comparing Figure 11 to Figure 8, the E region horizontal currents remain mostly sim-576

ilar. Above the E region, the additional constraints lead to predicted horizontal currents577

more similar to the projected part of the FAC as seen in the top row, indicating an im-578

provement in this region. The vertical current density now has a structure that is more579

similar to the ground truth than earlier, as expected. A different view on the improve-580

ment in performance is seen by comparing the scatter plots in Figures 10 and 13. This581

confirms that the performance of the horizontal components is similar, with a marginal582

improvement of the performance metrics. Most significantly we observe that the radial583

and field-aligned components are significantly improved by the added constraints. We584

note that the specific noise from e3doubt that is added to vi and n varies each time we585

sample from the estimated distributions. Hence, the exact values in our plots change slightly586

between each realization of the noise, although the statistical properties are the same.587

However, the features we report here are representative trends for the performance, as588

we evaluate the model performance on N = 3360 locations in Figures 8-13, and have589

manually examined a handful of different realizations.590

Similar to Figure 9, Figure 12 shows the estimated model parameter covariance prop-591

agated into current density space, shown as the square root of the diagonal elements of592
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Figure 11. Performance of the 3D reconstruction when using the additional constraints de-

scribed in sections 5.1 and 5.2. In the same format as Figure 8.
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Figure 12. Uncertainties of the 3D reconstruction when using the additional constraints de-

scribed in sections 5.1 and 5.2. In the same format as Figure 9.
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Figure 13. Performance of the 3D reconstruction when using the additional constraints de-

scribed, in the same format as Figure 10.
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cov(j) in the same cuts as earlier. One can see that the uncertainty in the vertical com-593

ponent (σjr ) is now reduced across the vertical slice, and the corresponding SNR is ∼594

1 in the F region, which is an improvement from Figure 9. σjθ and σjϕ are also reduced,595

but mainly in the F region. This is due to the smaller influence on the solution from the596

E3D measurements when also the additional constraints are included in the fit. The strat-597

egy of adding information about the vertical profile of the current could also in princi-598

ple be expanded, e.g. based on ionosonde data of the vertical electron density profile in599

combination with a model of the neutral atmosphere. Then the full altitude profile (not600

only starting at 200 km as done here) of the current could be imposed with a weight (vari-601

ance) that must be determined, to inform the solution in regions void of E3D samples.602

6 Concluding remarks603

As outlined in section 5, one advantage of the direct physical meaning of the model604

parameters is the ability to relate them to other observations, like the radial current den-605

sity at the top of the domain, and the Hall and Pedersen current, which could be inferred606

from other sources of data. In addition, the initial step outlined in section 2.3 is also very607

much suited to include additional data through the use of the Lompe framework. This608

includes data sources such as HF radars, ground and LEO magnetometers, all-sky cam-609

eras, and possibly F -region neutral wind estimates. Since the Lompe representation could610

provide both estimates of the horizontal height integrated Hall and Pedersen current as611

well as the field-aligned current, this can be used directly in the subsequent volumetric612

3D reconstruction of j, by formulating how the height integrated Hall and Pedersen cur-613

rents in the 3D model relate to model parameters. This may further enforce the verti-614

cal coupling between layers for all model parameters (at present only CF parameters are615

directly linked through current continuity).616

As mentioned in the introduction, the volumetric reconstruction of the electric field617

and neutral wind field by Stamm et al. (2023) represents a completely independent way618

of reconstructing the 3D ionospheric electrodynamics based on E3D measurements. The619

two approaches differ in the type of assumptions used, and the degrees of freedom in the620

representation of the electrodynamics. The framework presented here (E3DSECS) is de-621

signed to conveniently integrate additional data sources that describe the 3D electrody-622

namics, due to its strong similarities with the Lompe framework. It remains to be tested623

which of the formulations perform the best in various scenarios, possibly with simulated624

data like what is done in this paper (an OSSE).625

Considering the estimates of the uncertainties of our volumetric reconstruction of626

j, we suggest that our modelling approach could be feasible with E3D. However, it is likely627

that significant improvements can be made from including also additional data sources,628

especially in constraining the vertical component of j. Ideally, better data coverage should629

help constraining all components of j. However, we are also limited by the assumptions630

made in our formulation (e.g. the assumptions of ions and electrons being fully magne-631

tised in different regions, and the steady state description of the convection electric field,632

(∇×E = 0). The significant integration time needed to get acceptable covariances will633

also limit the ability to fit the data, as the system may evolve significantly during this634

time. In this paper we have not experimented extensively with the beam configuration635

to find an optimal pattern for this purpose. By optimising the beam pattern and oper-636

ation mode of E3D, significant improvements are likely to be made in the performance637

of the volumetric reconstruction. Although the E3DSECS package together with e3doubt638

is suited for investigating this, the beam optimization task is not trivial and must be adapted639

to the specific scientific application of the experiment. We therefore deem this to be out-640

side the scope of the present work. However, we mention some of the relevant consid-641

erations to take into account in the planning of such experiments: Lower elevation beams642

have generally increased noise levels because the beam width of the phased-array sys-643

tem increases with increasing zenith angle, making it difficult to reconstruct an extended644
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Figure 14. Neutral wind field components estimated directly via Equation 16. These esti-

mates rely on j⊥ obtained from the output of E3DSECS, E from the initial step Lompe fit, and

the ionospheric conductivities given from the GEMINI model.

horizontal region. Furthermore, the E-field mapping from F -region measurements may645

require additional beams than those used to sample the E region within the analysis vol-646

ume, as the inclination of the B-field is such that the field lines at the southern edges647

of the 3D volume map out of the volume.648

Using the velocity difference approach to estimate j⊥, one obtains current density649

estimates without making any assumptions about the neutral winds. Hence, Ohm’s law650

(equation 2) can subsequently be used to infer the component of the neutral wind field651

perpendicular to B, u⊥. The corresponding direct solution for u⊥ given by rearranging652

Ohm’s law is653

u⊥ =
E× b̂

B
+

σh j⊥ − σp j⊥ × b̂

B(σ2
p + σ2

h)
, (16)

where B is the magnitude of the main field. E is the electric field mapped down from654

the F region, not in the frame of the neutral wind. Figure 14 shows the three spatial com-655

ponents of u⊥ at a horizontal cut at 102.5 km, using j⊥ as described by our E3DSECS656

model, and mapping the topside E-field expressed by the Lompe-fit described in section657

2.3. Furthermore, the Hall and Pedersen conductivities must be specified to carry out658

these estimates, here taken directly from the GEMINI model. In reality, this must be659

inferred from the E3D measurements through assumptions about the neutral atmosphere.660

In GEMINI, the neutral wind field is set to 0 m/s. Hence, the deviations from u⊥ =661

0 m/s reflect the uncertainties in estimates of u⊥ with the proposed modelling scheme662

(not taking into account uncertainties in σH and σP that also must be estimated in the663

E3D case). It is clear that significant errors are seen outside the E3D beam pattern, agree-664

ing with the error estimates of j shown in Figures 9 and 12. However, within the region665

sampled by the E3D beams, the deviations from zero neutral wind are much smaller. In666

this limited region, approximately 50% of the grid cells in Figure 14 have absolute val-667

ues < 30 m/s. Hence, we suggest that our volumetric reconstruction technique could668

be useful in producing maps of also u⊥ in the E region above E3D.669

Appendix A Numerical implementation670

A python implementation with demonstration examples of the described 3D elec-671

tric current model is made publicly available (Reistad et al., 2024). The following tech-672

nical description aims at giving a complete description of how E3DSECS is implemented.673

We first explain in section A1 the most basic features and principles of the E3DSECS674

representation. Next, detailed information is provided in section A2 on how the differ-675

ent matrices are constructed. Section A3 brings together the different parts into the fi-676
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nal full set of equations, and section A4 describes how the solution is found through in-677

version.678

A1 Core design principles of the relationship between j and model pa-679

rameters680

What we infer from the E3D measurements is j⊥ (see section 2.4), and what we681

want to reconstruct is the 3D current density j everywhere in the domain. As outlined682

in section 3, the 3D representation of j is described by SECS amplitudes. They are or-683

ganized in an M -element column vector m. The forward problem describing the linear684

relationship between the observations of j⊥ and the model parameters m is then685

j⊥ = Gm. (A1)

Let’s first assume that we only have 1 observation of j⊥ = (jr, jθ, jϕ)
T . The matrix G686

must necessarily contain the projection matrix (equation 13) which acts on the full cur-687

rent vector. Let’s write this as688

j⊥ = BG′m. (A2)

The matrix G′ must produce the 3D current vector j from the set of model parameters689

m, and must therefore have the shape (3,M) for our single observation. Each row of G′,690

when multiplied with m, gives the corresponding component of j. The first row of G′,691

which corresponds to the radial component, must therefore involve the integral in equa-692

tion 15.693

We express the radial part as jr = Sm. S is the matrix that carries out the in-694

tegral in equation 15. When we only have 1 observation to relate, S is (1×M). More695

details on how S is constructed is given in section A2. Next, let Gh be the matrix that696

gives the two horizontal components of j from the set of model parameters m. Gh will697

thus be made from the standard 2D SECS equations at each altitude layer (described698

in detail in section A2). When only one vector is calculated, it is a (2×M) matrix. A699

full 3D current vector can then be calculated by700

j =

jr
jθ
jϕ

 = G′m =

(
S
Gh

)
m (A3)

In total, we then have701

j⊥ =

j⊥,r

j⊥,θ

j⊥,ϕ

 = B
(

S
Gh

)
m. (A4)

The next step is to expand these matrices so that we can calculate N j⊥ vectors702

in one matrix multiplication, enabling the system of 3N equations to be inverted for m.703

A2 Details on how the different components of j are related to m704

The matrices above produce only one vector. To map between the model param-705

eters m and N j⊥ vectors we need to stack the vector components and the correspond-706

ing matrices in a specific way, as will be outlined in this and the following subsection.707

As mentioned above, we use divergence-free (DF) and curl-free (CF) SECS functions to708

describe the horizontal component of j in K layers placed at the radial distance rk=0,1,...,K−1.709

In each layer the functions are placed in a grid described by the coordinates θij , ϕij (same710

for all k), where i = 0, 1, . . . , I − 1 and j = 0, 1, . . . , J − 1. The location of each mea-711

surement n can be converted into the ”k-i-j” coordinate space, i.e. each observation will712

have an exact (floating) value of its location in the 3D grid, (k, i, j). Since we place the713
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SECS nodes in the centre of the voxels spanned by the (r, θ, ϕ) grid, its rounded num-714

ber will refer to the specific grid cell the observation fall within. The exact value of the715

index will be used later in our implementation as a built-in (bi)linear interpolation fea-716

ture, to take advantage of the knowledge of the exact location of the observation when717

coupling the horizontal layers. Unless otherwise stated, the kij indices refer to their rounded718

values. Furthermore, n and N , respectively, denote the nth observation and the total719

number of observations, and the superscript ⋆ and ◦ respectively refer to CF and DF parts.720

Horizontal part of j721

The standard SECS matrices, G⋆
e and G⋆

n, produce the eastward and northward722

components of the CF current from a model vector at a set of N given coordinates (see723

e.g. Vanhamäki & Juusola, 2020). The 3D implementation described here stack these724

matrices from each layer in a specific way, as described here, using an existing SECS im-725

plementation (Laundal & Reistad, 2022) as a starting point. The size of G⋆
e and G⋆

n (and726

their DF counterparts) is (N × IJ) for each layer. Since the SECS nodes are located727

at the same (θij , ϕij) for all k, the SECS matrices at each layer (at radius rk) will be the728

matrix at the bottom layer (r0) multiplied by r0/rk. This holds also for the elements of729

the SECS matrices affected by the singularity correction described by Vanhamäki and730

Juusola (2020), which we also use. The model vector m and the Gh matrix must be con-731

structed in a consistent manner through the stacking of the vertical layers. The stack-732

ing is done in the following way:733

Gm =

[
−G⋆

n,0 . . . −G⋆
n,K−1 −G◦

n,0 . . . −G◦
n,K−1

G⋆
e,0 . . . G⋆

e,K−1 G◦
e,0 . . . G◦

e,K−1

]
(A5)

Gm is a (2N ×M) matrix describing the relationship between model parameters and734

the horizontal current density jh inside the 3D domain. This ”k-i-j” stacking uses numpy’s735

ravel/flatten/reshape functions, called in the ”k-i-j” order (using the row-major option),736

allowing convenient mapping between 1D kij and 3D (k, i, j) representations. We have737

chosen to let only the two closest layers to an observation describe its value. This means738

that all columns in Gm not associated with floor(k) and ceil(k) will be zero, where739

k is the non-integer index of observation n in the vertical direction. Hence, at the two740

layers of interest for observation n, the altitude scaled SECS matrices are used, with a741

weight corresponding to the vertical distance of n from the two layers: wbelow = 1 −742

(k mod 1) for the below layer and wabove = k mod 1 for the above layer. All columns743

relating to model parameters in the rest of the layers will get a 0 value for the respec-744

tive observation n. Hence, in this linear vertical weighting scheme, each row of Gm will745

only have 4IJ non-zero values (IJ values for the layer above and below the measurement,746

for both the CF and DF amplitudes). Due to this ”two-layer” implementation, only ob-747

servations having k ∈ [0,K−1) are considered. The ”k-i-j” stacking of Gh determines748

the order of the corresponding elements in the (M×1) model vector: m = ((m⋆
kij)

T , (m◦
kij)

T )T .749

Radial part of j750

The calculation of jr is done via the integral in equation 15. In this way, current751

continuity will be explicitly enforced, which will help to constrain the solution. Due to752

the grid design and SECS elementary function properties, we can approximate the in-753

tegral as a sum to calculate jr at rn:754

jr(rn) ≈ −
k∑

q=0

m⋆
qij(rq+1 − rq)

Aqij
(A6)

where rn is a position vector that points somewhere in the kij’th grid cell and q is a sum755

index (in the vertical dimension) running up to the layer of observation n. It is evident756

that jr(rn) is a linear sum of the CF model parameters, each being proportional to the757
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divergence of the horizontal current density field inside its respective grid cell (see sec-758

tion 3.2). The negative sign is due to a positive divergence representing a current in neg-759

ative r̂ direction. Aqij is the area of grid cell qij and m⋆
qij is the curl-free SECS ampli-760

tude at that grid cell. Strategies for improving accuracy of the integration will be dis-761

cussed in the next paragraph. Hence, the following expression in equation A7 is a slight762

simplification of what is actually used in the paper (see next paragraph). Based on equa-763

tion A6, we can construct an (N ×KIJ) matrix S, whose elements are764

Sn,f(q,in,jn) =


− (rq+1−rq)

Aqinjn
, q = 0, . . . , f loor(kn)− 1

−wbelow(rq+1−rq)
Aqinjn

, q = floor(kn)

−wabove(rq+1−rq)
Aqinjn

, q = ceil(kn)

0, q = ceil(kn), . . . ,K − 1.

(A7)

f(q, in, jn) is a function returning the flattened index corresponding to the qinjn’th grid765

cell, which in our implementation is the numpy.ravel multi index function. kn, in, and766

jn are the indices corresponding to the grid cell of rn. In filling the columns of S, q takes767

any integer value from 0 to K − 1 for each observation n. As evident from the above768

equation, the k index of observation n determines which expression to use when filling769

S for each value of q. The above and below weights (w) are the same as used in the Gm770

matrix. This weighting will act as a linear interpolation in the vertical direction when771

approximating the integral at a location between two SECS layers.772

In the original SECS application (Amm, 1997), the SECS functions act as a 2D spa-773

tial interpolation scheme in between the nodes, and the modelled vector field can be smoothly774

reconstructed at any location (not taking into account possible singularity effects). While775

this is true for the horizontal part of j, our above treatment of jr through current con-776

tinuity does not lead to a similarly smooth jr field in the horizontal plane. This is due777

to the above integration being based solely on the SECS model amplitudes centered at778

the (injn)’th grid cells. Hence, any horizontal evaluation location inside that grid cell779

will yield the same result for jr, making the horizontal variation of jr pixelated, in com-780

parison to the horizontal components of j. We have implemented a simple bilinear in-781

terpolation scheme to avoid this. The idea is that for each observation, the radial inte-782

gration is distributed among the four SECS nodes (at each layer) that the observation783

falls within. Equation A7 is still used to compute the elements, but in addition, there784

will be a 2D weight factor, w2D(i, j) multiplied to each element, depending on the lo-785

cation of n relative to the 4 neighboring CF SECS nodes. This leads to a smooth hor-786

izontal variation of the estimated jr, based on the assumption of linear variation of the787

model amplitudes in the two horizontal directions.788

A3 Full set of equations789

If O is a matrix of zeros with the same shape as S, we now have that790

j =

jr
jθ
jϕ

 =

 S O
−G⋆

n −G◦
n

G⋆
e G◦

e

(
m⋆

m◦

)
(A8)

The full matrix has dimension 3N×M and represents a way to reconstruct the full 3D791

vector from knowledge about the horizontal components only, assuming current conti-792

nuity and no vertical current at the bottom layer. This is the set of equations that is typ-793

ically used in the forward problem when m is known.794

However, for the E3D application, we need to project the full 3D vector into the795

perpendicular direction since that is what can be estimated from the observations. To796

do that we have to stack the projection matrix B from equation 13 in a way consistent797

with the component-wise (jr, jθ, jϕ) representation of j in equation A8. To construct the798
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projection matrix for N observations, we use a permutation matrix P that swaps the rows799

such that the components become sorted vectorwise, and then use that same permuta-800

tion matrix to switch back after the projection has been performed. Renaming the B ma-801

trices above as Bn, corresponding to the n’th observation (made from the magnetic field802

unit vector components at rn), we can make a full 3N×3N projection matrix like this:803

B =


B1

B2

. . .

BN

 (A9)

where the rest of the matrix elements are zero. Since B is now stacked so that it should804

operate on a 3N×1 array of current vectors, sorted vectorwise and not componentwise,805

we make a permutation matrix (also 3N × 3N) like this:806

P3i,i = 1

P3i+1,i+N = 1

P3i+2,i+2N = 1,

i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (A10)

with zeros elsewhere. The transpose of this matrix is its inverse, and it performes the807

opposite permuation. The final relation between the components of j⊥ as can be esti-808

mated with E3D and the model parameters m is then:809

j⊥,r

j⊥,θ

j⊥,ϕ

 = P⊤BP

 S O
−G⋆

n −G◦
n

G⋆
e G◦

e

(
m⋆

m◦

)
= Gm (A11)

A4 Solving for the 3D model coefficients810

Using the estimates of j⊥ and its associated covariance, equation A11 can be solved811

for the model parameters m.812

m =
(
GCdGT + λR

)−1 GTd (A12)

where Cd is the data covariance matrix for the j⊥ estimates as described by equation 6,813

λ is a zeroth order Tikhonov regularization parameter, R is a regularization matrix de-814

scribed in the next section, and d is the (3N×1) column vector of the component-wise815

(r, θ, ϕ) observations of j⊥. Similar to equation 5, the covariance matrix of the 3D model816

vector is given by817

cov(m) = (GTC−1
d G+ λR)−1 (A13)

Applying equation 4, the final covariance of the modelled 3D current density j is then818

cov(j) = cov(G′m) = G′cov(m)G′T = G′(GTC−1
d G+ λR)−1G′T . (A14)

where G′ is the matrix producing j when multiplied with m, see equation A8.819

Regularization820

Since the inverse problem is typically ill-posed, we need to apply regularization to821

get a meaningful solution. We employ a regularization scheme based on zeroth-order Tikhonov822

regularization (e.g. Aster et al., 2018) to encourage small model coefficients unless oth-823

erwise dictated by the data. The model amplitudes have a localized reach, are oriented824

in horizontal layers, and have units of A/m. They therefore represent the sheet current825
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density of the respective layer at their respective horizontal location. Since we use a vari-826

able vertical spacing of our layers to enable finer structures to be resolved in the E re-827

gion, the conversion from the model coefficient values to horizontal current density val-828

ues [A/m2] depends on the vertical spacing of layers at the point of interest. Since our829

data are in units of [A/m2], the zeroth order Tikhonov regularization parameter should830

reflect the differences in vertical spacing by being proportional to the vertical spacing831

distance for each parameter. Hence, the R matrix in equations A12 - A14 is a diagonal832

M×M matrix whose diagonal elements are the vertical difference up to the next layer833

for each model parameter, where the last spacing is repeated for the top layer.834

To find the optimal scaling value for R (i.e. determining the value of λ), we use cross835

validation. Since we have a ground truth to compare with (GEMINI), we choose the value836

of λ that produces the smallest norm of the misfit vector, when the misfit is evaluated837

on a set of points from a uniform mesh that were not used to make the model (a test dataset).838

It should be noted that this is not directly applicable to E3D since the ground truth is839

not available, but the approach used here with synthetic data could potentially be used840

to choose λ in the case of real E3D data.841

Appendix B Open Research842

The implementation described in this paper is publicly available on GitHub (https://843

github.com/jpreistad/e3dsecs) and Reistad et al. (2024). Together with the GEM-844

INI output used in this work for benchmarking and validation of the technique (Reistad845

& Zettergren, 2024), the code repository contains notebook scripts to perform the anal-846

ysis and make all figures shown in this paper.847
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Key Points:10

• A technique for volumetric reconstruction of 3D electric current density from tri-11

static incoherent scatter radar observations is presented12

• Considering the anticipated noise levels, the radar system is likely to produce good13

current density estimates in a limited region14

• The reconstruction technique is particularly well suited for inclusion of additional15

data sources that improve overall performance16
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Abstract17

We present a new technique for the upcoming tri-static incoherent scatter radar system18

EISCAT 3D (E3D) to perform a volumetric reconstruction of the 3D ionospheric elec-19

tric current density vector field, focusing on the feasability of the E3D system. The in-20

put to our volumetric reconstruction technique are estimates of the 3D current density21

perpendicular to the main magnetic field, j⊥, and its co-variance, to be obtained from22

E3D observations based on two main assumptions: 1) Ions fully magnetised above the23

E region, set to 200 km here. 2) Electrons fully magnetised above the base of our do-24

main, set to 90 km. In this way, j⊥ estimates are obtained without assumptions about25

the neutral wind field, allowing it to be subsequently determined. The volumetric recon-26

struction of the full 3D current density is implemented as vertically coupled horizontal27

layers represented by Spherical Elementary Current Systems with a built-in current con-28

tinuity constraint. We demonstrate that our technique is able to retrieve the three di-29

mensional nature of the currents in our idealised setup, taken from a simulation of an30

active auroral ionosphere using the Geospace Environment Model of Ion-Neutral Inter-31

actions (GEMINI). The vertical current is typically less constrained than the horizon-32

tal, but we outline strategies for improvement by utilising additional data sources in the33

inversion. The ability to reconstruct the neutral wind field perpendicular to the mag-34

netic field in the E region is demonstrated to mostly be within ±50 m/s in a limited re-35

gion above the radar system in our setup.36

Plain Language Summary37

We introduce a novel method for the upcoming EISCAT 3D (E3D) radar system38

to reconstruct the 3D electric current density vector in Earth’s ionosphere. Here we present39

the new technique and assess its feasibility for the E3D system. The input to the 3D re-40

construction technique relies on estimates of the current density perpendicular to the Earth’s41

magnetic field, obtained from the E3D observations. We include estimates of uncertain-42

ties originating from the observations of the 3D ion velocity vectors and electron den-43

sity in our reconstruction. Comparisons with simulations of an active auroral ionosphere44

exemplify that our technique provides reasonably accurate estimates of current density,45

especially in the 90-150 km altitude range. Our results demonstrate success in retriev-46

ing the horizontal part of the electric current system in the E region, while the vertical47

part has more uncertainty. Our method offers insight into how electric currents flow in48

a specific region of the Earth’s atmosphere. The results can be further improved with49

additional data sources; this flexibility is a significant advantage of our approach. Over-50

all, our study facilitates the advanced knowledge of Earth’s upper atmosphere using in-51

novative radar observations in companion with advanced analysis techniques.52

1 Introduction53

Obtaining insights into the three-dimensional aspects of high latitude ionospheric54

dynamics has been a challenging task for decades (Maeda & Kato, 1966; Leadabrand et55

al., 1972; Brekke et al., 1974; Marklund, 1984; Brekke & Hall, 1988; Moen & Brekke, 1993;56

Nozawa et al., 2005). Such endeavors have mainly been motivated by improving our fun-57

damental understanding of how the Earth’s upper atmosphere is coupled to space. Re-58

cently, also the ability to predict the atmosphere responses for Low Earth Orbit oper-59

ations has become urgent (e.g. Fang et al., 2022).60

The complexity of considering a full 3D volume of the atmosphere is so vastly dif-61

ferent from 1D and 2D descriptions that specialized instruments and tools are needed.62

In the last decade a new facility called EISCAT 3D (E3D) has been under planning (McCrea63

et al., 2015) and subsequent construction in northern Fennoscandia. The European In-64

coherent Scatter radar scientific association (EISCAT) has operated incoherent scatter65

radars (ISR) in the European arctic sector since 1981 (Rishbeth, 1982). With E3D a new66
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generation multi-site phased-array radar system is introduced. The agile technical de-67

sign allows the system to be used for volumetric measurements by means of multiple si-68

multaneous receiver beams and rapidly scanning the transmitter and receiver beam di-69

rections. Furthermore, the tri-static system is expected to facilitate measurements of the70

full 3D ion velocity in coordinated operations (e.g. Stamm et al., 2021).71

This paper targets an investigation of the capabilities of E3D to reconstruct the72

3D electric current density in a volume above the radar system, a key scientific goal of73

the E3D radar system (McCrea et al., 2015). Electric currents are key quantities in iono-74

spheric plasma and closely linked to magnetic perturbations observed from ground or75

space. Electric currents also offer insights into 3D energy deposition through plasma in-76

teractions with the neutral atmosphere. Fully understanding the physical processes in77

this region of space, where complex atmosphere-space interactions take place, relies on78

major advances in both instrumentation and analysis methodology. The latter is the tar-79

get of this paper, to develop new analysis tools that facilitate ground-breaking new in-80

sights from E3D observations and similar instrumentation. In this paper we present an81

Observing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE) of the process of volumetric recon-82

struction of the electric current density from E3D-like observations. The OSSE method83

has proven effective to map the impact of the observing system design on its performance84

(e.g. Laundal et al., 2021), and is used here to gain insights into how the E3D system85

can be applied in an effective way to obtain estimates of the electric current density in86

the region above the radar system.87

Stamm et al. (2023) recently presented a technique with strong parallels to our work.88

They explored the capabilities of using E3D observations to simultaneously estimate both89

the ionospheric electric field and neutral wind field. Two of the most important distinc-90

tions between the two approaches are that we assume the electrons are magnetized all91

the way down to the base of the analysis region, which is 90 km in our case, and we as-92

sume that the electric field may be represented by a two-dimensional electric potential.93

Stamm et al. (2023) make neither of these assumptions explicitly; they instead apply ad-94

ditional constraints to their solution through regularization, based on physical princi-95

ples (see Section 3 and Equation 21 in their study). The work presented in our paper96

complements the work by Stamm et al. (2023) with an alternative approach to derive97

similar quantities from the upcoming E3D facility. Of special significance is the similar-98

ity our approach bears to the Local mapping of polar ionospheric electrodynamics (Lompe)99

data assimilation technique (Laundal et al., 2022), allowing for convenient integration100

of various additional data sources into the reconstruction process. As will be shown in101

section 5, additional data can improve the reconstruction significantly, leading to more102

realistic results in a larger part of the volume.103

The remainder of this paper describes a technique that utilise the information ob-104

tained from observing the incoherent scatter spectrum to produce volumetric estimates105

of the 3D electric current density. Figure 1 is a flowchart of the different steps involved,106

to be presented in more detail throughout this paper. The input to our processing is shown107

in yellow boxes in Figure 1. Section 2 describes in detail how our pre-processing (pur-108

ple boxes) of these input lead to estimates of the current density perpendicular to the109

main magnetic field, j⊥ at the measurement locations, which is the input to the volu-110

metric reconstruction technique that we call E3DSECS, introduced in section 3. Section111

4 presents the performance of our technique, followed by suggestions for how this can112

be improved in section 5. Finally, we provide some concluding remarks in section 6.113

2 Estimating j⊥ with EISCAT 3D114

The current density is not one of the primary parameters deduced from the ion line115

ISR spectrum, so additional assumptions must be made. This section describes how we116

can arrive at estimates of j⊥ in a two-step process. First, the ionospheric convection elec-117
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the different steps involved in the volumetric reconstruction of the

electric current density j. Respective section numbers are indicated in green color. Inputs to our

processing are indicated with yellow, processing steps in purple, and output in pink.

tric field E⊥ is estimated from E3D observations at altitudes where ion-neutral inter-118

actions can be neglected, described in section 2.3. Subsequently, two possible approaches119

are outlined that both give estimates of the perpendicular current density j⊥ from E3D120

measurements. Both methods utilise the assumption of the perpendicular electron mo-121

tion being frozen-in all the way down to the bottom of the 3D domain. The resulting122

j⊥ estimates (both methods explained in section 2.4) form the basis for the volumetric123

reconstruction method of the full 3D current density vector j based on current continu-124

ity, to be further described in section 3.125

2.1 Means of validation: GEMINI model126

For the development of the volumetric reconstruction method of the 3D ionospheric127

current density based on E3D observations, a realistic set of synthetic data is needed as128

a “ground truth” baseline for the reconstruction results. We use outputs from the Geospace129

Environmental Model of Ion-Neutral Interactions (GEMINI) (Zettergren & Snively, 2015;130

Zettergren, 2019) for this purpose. GEMINI computes self-consistent solutions to the131

ionospheric plasma continuity, momentum, and energy equations (including chemical and132

collisional sources) and is coupled to a quasistatic description of ionospheric current clo-133

sure which provides a solution for the ionospheric electric potential given an input field-134

aligned current. For brevity we omit a full description of the governing equation in GEM-135

INI as these are listed and described in detail in Appendix A of Zettergren and Snively136

(2015).137

The GEMINI simulation used in the present study includes a pair of static up/down138

field aligned currents (FAC) above Northern Fennoscandia, oriented along magnetic (dipole)139

parallels as seen in Figure 2. All analysis presented here is based on the last time step140

in the simulation, made available together with this publication (Reistad & Zettergren,141

2024). Red color indicates a current out of the ionosphere. The electric potential at 200142
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Electric potential and FAC in GEMINI
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Figure 2. The GEMINI model is forced with a pair of up/down field aligned currents, here

shown as red/blue colors, respectively. The electric potential from GEMINI is shown as dashed

black contours at 3 kV intervals. The field aligned current pattern is aligned in the magnetic

east/west direction, indicated by the grey magnetic dipole latitude parallels (geographic latitude

contours are also shown for reference, in lighter grey). The 200 km altitude footprint of the vol-

umetric reconstruction region used throughout this paper is indicated in green, approximately

aligned with the magnetic latitude contours.

km altitude is shown as dashed black lines with 3 kV intervals. In the simulation the neu-143

tral atmosphere is stationary in the frame of the Earth.144

2.2 Sampling from the GEMINI model output and adding realistic noise145

We have chosen to sample from the GEMINI simulation at 103 altitudes along 31146

beams. The beam configuration consists of 3 “rings” of 10 beams each, uniformly sep-147

arated in azimuth, see Figure 6. The elevation angles of the rings are 55◦, 65◦, and 75◦.148

The last beam is vertical. Each site of the E3D system (one transceiver and two ded-149

icated receivers) is located approx. 200 km south compared to its real locations to probe150

a more relevant part of the simulation output, covering the transition between the up151

and down FAC regions, see Figure 2. Samples of electron density and 3D ion velocities152

are retrieved along the beams between 90 and 500 km altitude in 4-km altitude inter-153

vals, leading to a total of 3, 133 observations. The modeled values from GEMINI are es-154

timated at these locations from linear interpolation from the native GEMINI grid which155

has a spatial resolution of approx. 5 km in the vertical and north-south direction, and156

approx. 15 km in the east-west direction in our region of interest.157

To yield a more realistic case for investigating the performance of the volumetric158

E3D based 3D reconstruction, we added noise to the observed 3D ion velocities vi and159

electron density n. The variances and co-variances of the observed n and vi are estimated160

based on the specified beam configuration, integration time (10 min total, approximately161

19.4 s per beam), electron density, electron and ion temperature (taken from GEMINI),162

and a reference atmosphere. These calculations are carried out using the e3doubt pack-163

age (Hatch & Virtanen, 2024).164

2.3 Estimating v⊥ at a reference altitude165

In both of the approaches to estimate j⊥ outlined in section 2.4, we make the con-166

venient assumption that the electron mobility ke = Ωe

νen
>> 1 all the way to the base167

of our volume, set to 90 km in the example to be shown. Here, Ωe and νen are the elec-168

tron gyro-frequency and electron-neutral collision frequency, respectively. We likewise169
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assume that the electric field maps along field lines everywhere within the reconstruc-170

tion domain. This is a reasonable assumption for the scale sizes addressed in this study171

(of order 10s of km, see Farley, 1959). With this assumption the electron motion per-172

pendicular to B in the lower parts of our domain directly follows from the ion motion173

in the higher parts where the ion mobility ki = Ωi

νin
>> 1. This assumption (ke >>174

1) is a much used simplification above 100 km (Boström, 1964; Kaeppler et al., 2015)175

that greatly reduces the complexity of the 3D reconstruction technique.176

As mentioned in the introduction, we further assume that the convection electric177

field is a potential field, E = −∇Φ. Hence, we neglect the contribution from compres-178

sional flows related to dynamic processes changing the magnetic field through induction179

(see e.g. Vanhamäki et al., 2007; Madelaire et al., 2024). The use of a potential electric180

field may not be valid for combining velocity estimates obtained using short integration181

times, and during very active conditions such as sudden commencements. However, for182

this application, several minutes of integration time is likely needed to sample the vol-183

ume with a large number of beams.184

Estimating the electric potential Φ (used to express v⊥ in our domain) may be done185

in a completely separate process from the volumetric 3D reconstruction of the current186

density field, which is our primary goal. With E3D, the convection electric field can be187

estimated by combining all 3D ion velocities in the domain above a height hΦ where ion-188

neutral interactions are assumed to be negligible. We have used hΦ = 200 km in our189

tests with GEMINI outputs. To estimate Φ it would be beneficial to place hΦ as low as190

possible. A low hΦ will improve the spatial coverage, as each observation will sample a191

new field line. In principle, any other relevant observation of the F -region plasma flow192

may be used to improve the estimate, such as Doppler shift velocities from ground based193

HF radars. Before fitting Φ at hΦ, we map the observed 3D ion velocities (from E3D)194

between hΦ and 500 km to hΦ using eq. 4.17 in Richmond (1995) and Modified Apex195

basis vectors with a reference height of 110 km (sometimes referred to as MA-110 co-196

ordinates). Since GEMINI uses a centered dipole main field, we use the dipole equiva-197

lents of the Modified Apex base vectors (Laundal, 2024). Then, we use the LOcal Map-198

ping of Polar ionospheric Electrodynamics (Lompe) (Laundal et al., 2022; Hovland et199

al., 2022) framework to represent Φ. The use of Lompe is a matter of convenience, as200

it offers the relevant grid and interpolation functionality, and uses the assumption of a201

potential electric field to constrain the fit of the input data.202

The Lompe representation of Φ is by design made to express a purely horizontal203

E-field, which is the projection of the actual E that is assumed to have no component204

along B, namely E = −∇Φ = −v×B. Therefore, the parallel component of the sam-205

pled ion velocity vi is removed as part of the mentioned mapping, and only the horizon-206

tal components (east, north) of the mapped vi,⊥ is used as input to the Lompe-fit. How-207

ever, when evaluating the Lompe-description of the convection, the radial part of v⊥ is208

recovered by invoking v⊥·B = 0. This is relevant since the field inclination above the209

E3D facility is approximately 11◦. Hence, the E-field used in the subsequent reconstruc-210

tion is the full E⊥, and not only its horizontal projection.211

An example of the Lompe fit is shown in Figure 3. Here, the mapped vi,⊥ vectors212

are shown at the hΦ height as orange vectors, representing the input data used in Lompe.213

The noise added into the observations is evident, as the underlying GEMINI simulation214

is as smooth as the electric potential pattern shown in Figure 2. The resulting fitted con-215

vection velocities are shown as black arrows, and the electric potential as blue contour216

lines (5 kV intervals). To reduce artifacts close to the perimeter of the Lompe represen-217

tation, only the interior part inside the green rectangle is used for the subsequent vol-218

umetric reconstruction. This is the same green frame used in all subsequent figures through-219

out this paper, and has a horizontal extent of approx. 300×300 km, with edges of ap-220

prox. 20 km, see Figure 7 and section 3.2 for details. The performance of the Lompe-221

fit inside this interior region is seen in the right panel. Here, a uniform mesh of points222
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Figure 3. Left: Lompe is fitted with horizontal part of v⊥,i above hΦ, after being mapped

down to hΦ, here shown with orange vectors. The jitter seen in the observations originate from

the noise that has been added (see section 2.5 for details). Black vectors and blue contours show

the Lompe output velocity and electric potential, respectively. Right: The GEMINI model is

evaluated on a uniform 3D mesh between hΦ = 200 km and 500 km above the interior region.

Green dots in left panel represents the sampling locations mapped down to hΦ. A good agree-

ment between the mapped v⊥,i from GEMINI (without noise) and v⊥ from Lompe (based on

noisy observations) is demonstrated.

is sampled from the GEMINI model, extending in altitude in 7 layers from hΦ up to 500223

km, referred to as “evaluation locations”. The evaluation locations mapped down to hΦ224

are indicated with green dots in the left panel. The perpendicular ion velocities vi,⊥ from225

GEMINI (with no noise added) at the evaluation locations are also mapped down to hΦ,226

facilitating a direct comparison to what is estimated with the Lompe representation at227

the same locations. The right panel in Figure 3 shows this performance. In this exam-228

ple, a fair correspondence is seen in all three components of v⊥ for this 31-beam con-229

figuration; at the same time the deviations of the magnitudes of the estimated v⊥ are230

> 100 m/s for typically 30% of the evaluation locations. The performance of the v⊥ re-231

construction with Lompe also depends on the degree of structure in the convection field232

that is being mapped, where more structure requires a larger number of beams to cap-233

ture the variation. The main sources for the deviations from the black line in this ex-234

ample is expected to originate from the sparseness in observation density above 200 km235

in our beam configuration, and the estimated noise from the tri-static E3D system.236

2.4 Inferring j⊥ from ISR measurements237

Using the definition of electric current density238

With E3D, we expect to obtain 3D vector estimates of vi within the field of view239

(FOV) above the radar. The perpendicular current density j⊥ can thus be estimated when240

ve,⊥ is specified, from the differential motion of ions and electrons:241

j⊥ = ne(vi,⊥ − ve,⊥) (1)

where n is the electron density (also observed with E3D), and e is the elementary charge.242

With the continuous description of v⊥ at hΦ (using Lompe), we can now evaluate for243
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v⊥ at the locations at hΦ that map to each observation along our beams (and also any244

other location within the domain). Due to our assumption of frozen-in electrons, this map-245

ping allows us to express the perpendicular electron velocity ve,⊥ at each measurement246

location along our beams purely based on the estimated 2D electric potential Φ. Thus,247

by applying equation 1 we can obtain estimates of the perpendicular current density at248

each E3D sample location. Because of our above assumptions about negligible ion-neutral249

interactions above hΦ, our j⊥ estimates from equation 1 is only valid below this altitude.250

Note that despite the perpendicular current arising from interactions with the neutral251

atmosphere, the current density is a frame invariant quantity in Galilean relativity (Mannucci252

et al., 2022). Hence, the currents estimated in this way (not using any assumptions about253

the neutral wind field) can in principle be used to further constrain the neutral wind field254

in the regions of ion-neutral interactions. We return to this in section 6.255

The performance of this method is illustrated in Figure 4. Here we can see the ge-256

ographic eastward (ϕ) component of j⊥ in color on a north-south slice inside the 3D vol-257

ume from which we assume we can get ion velocity vector measurements from E3D. The258

left panel shows the quantity as represented in the GEMINI model (the ground truth259

with no noise), interpolated to our sampling grid (what is indicated by the vertical slice).260

A set of field-lines (orange) are also shown originating from the edge of the data-cube261

that faces towards magnetic north. A horizontal grey line is shown at hΦ = 200 km to262

illustrate the region where ions are assumed to not interact strongly with the neutral at-263

mosphere, and our estimates using equation 1 should be valid. An eastward current (red)264

is seen in the E region toward the northern part of the domain, corresponding to the re-265

gion of strong westward convection seen in Figures 2 and 3, indicating a Hall current.266

The middle panel shows the estimated perpendicular eastward current density from the267

method outlined above. It must be mentioned that in Figure 4, no noise has been added268

to the vi samples in the slice shown. We here show samples from a uniform grid in the269

slice shown, not corresponding to a typical beam configuration, which is what e3doubt270

needs to estimate the variances. Hence, this figure reflects purely the ability of the es-271

timated convection electric field (estimated using a realistic beam configuration and noise)272

to estimate j⊥ when combined with the assumption of frozen-in electron motion. In sec-273

tion 2.5 we show how the uncertainties estimated with e3doubt for our 31-beam setup274

propagate into uncertainties in the estimated j⊥ by also taking into account the covari-275

ance of the measured vi and the variance in n in equation 1, which should be represen-276

tative for the errors of the estimates in Figure 4.277

The agreement of the estimated j⊥,ϕ in Figure 4 is mostly good in the E region where278

the perpendicular current is significant and the use of equation 1 is valid, highlighted by279

the difference plot to the right. Here, the reconstructed j⊥,ϕ is mostly within ±20% of280

the ground truth. This is also the case for the northward component of the current (not281

shown). Most notable are the differences above the strong horizontal currents. Here, a282

slight error in the modelled ve,⊥ introduces an erroneous j⊥,ϕ, highlighting the challenge283

of representing the difference between two large quantities (catastrophic cancellation).284

Even though we will not use use j⊥ estimates above hΦ, this effect increases the errors285

also in the E region. In the remainder of this subsection we elaborate on an alternative286

approach to estimate j⊥ that may be beneficial with respect to this challenge.287

Using the ionospheric Ohm’s law to represent j⊥288

As an alternative to using the difference between ion and electron velocity to es-289

timate the current density, the ionospheric Ohm’s law (hereafter simply “Ohm’s law”)290

can be used. Ohm’s law describes the steady state relationship between the convection291

electric field in the reference frame of the neutral atmosphere, the current density, and292

the ionospheric Hall and Pedersen conductivity, σH and σP :293
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Figure 4. Geographic eastward component of j⊥ in color shown on a vertical slice through the

data-cube to be used in the volumetric reconstruction of the 3D j described in the next section.

Left: Output from the GEMINI model (no noise), which is what we try to represent using our

estimate of the convection electric field. Middle: The same quantity recreated using the velocity

difference between ions and electrons. Right: The difference. Field lines originating from the bot-

tom edge of the northward facing side of the data cube is shown in orange. Lompe grid at 90 km

is shown in green, and the mapping altitude hΦ = 200 km is indicated with a horizontal grey line.

Due to our frozen in assumptions, j⊥ estimates above hΦ is not used in our subsequent analysis.

j⊥ = jP + jH = σPE
′ + σH b̂×E′ (2)

where b̂ is a unit vector along the main magnetic field B. The two terms are referred294

to as the Pedersen and Hall current. E′ = E+ u×B is the electric field in the frame295

of the neutral wind u. In the GEMINI simulation used here, u = 0, meaning that the296

neutral atmosphere co-rotates with the surface. In reality, u can be of relevance and have297

significant vertical velocity shears in the E region (Larsen, 2002; Sangalli et al., 2009).298

By assuming a neutral wind field, equation 2 can be used to estimate j⊥ if the con-299

ductivity is also known. Since E3D will get simultaneous measurements of the electron300

density and ion temperature, σH and σP can be estimated based on assumptions of the301

neutral atmosphere density and temperature profile (to obtain estimates of ion-neutral302

collision frequency at measurement locations). In this approach, one is guaranteed to get303

small j⊥ estimates at high altitudes due to the low conductivity, which the velocity dif-304

ference approach struggles with due to the catastrophic cancellation effect. However, the305

Ohm’s law approach builds upon assumptions about the neutral atmosphere density, tem-306

perature, and winds that are not imposed in the velocity difference method.307

Figure 5 shows the estimated perpendicular eastward current density using the Ohm’s308

law approach outlined here, in the same format as Figure 4. This is expected to work309

very well since u = 0 is used in the GEMINI simulation. Furthermore, the conductiv-310

ity is known precisely as this is also derived from the GEMINI simulation output. An311

interesting aspect of the Ohm’s law approach is that it may offer an advantageous way312

to incorporate additional information about the neutral atmosphere. Since the number313

of beams available is highly restricted compared to the vast volume of the reconstruc-314

tion region, additional information is most likely needed to constrain the volumetric re-315

construction of j to produce physically meaningful results. This we return to in section316

5.317
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Figure 5. Estimates of the eastward component of the perpendicular current density based on

the estimated convection electric field and knowledge about the ionospheric conductivity using

the ionospheric Ohm’s law. The format is the same as Figure 4.

2.5 Uncertainty estimates318

We here perform a rough estimate of the expected errors due to the process of ob-319

serving the incoherent scatter spectrum with E3D. We use the default E3D configura-320

tion of the e3doubt package, aside from shifting the three E3D sites 200 km to the south321

as described in section 2.2, setting the range resolution to 4 km, and specifying a total322

integration time of 10 min.323

By default e3doubt uses a 233 MHz carrier frequency, 3.5 MW transmitter power,324

25 % duty cycle, and 300 K system noise temperature for all receivers. The transmis-325

sion and reception beam widths at the core transceiver site are 2.1◦ and 1.2◦, respectively,326

and the remote receiver sites have 1.7◦ beam width. The core site transmission and re-327

ception beams have different widths, because transmitters will not be installed to all core328

site antenna elements in the first phase of E3D.329

The e3doubt package uses the GEMINI simulation plasma parameters and radar330

equation to calculate signal power and incoherent scatter self-noise power in each receiver331

beam. These powers are then converted into noise levels of the decoded lag profiles and332

subsequently to standard deviations of the fitted plasma parameters following the scheme333

presented by Vallinkoski (1988). Standard deviations of the ion velocities as observed334

at the three receiver sites are then used to calculate the 3x3 covariance matrix for each335

3D observation of the ion drift velocity vector from the E3D system, cov(vi). By uti-336

lizing the Apex base vectors d1,d2, e1, and e2, the mapping of the perpendicular part337

of the 3D ion velocity measurements above hΦ (vi) down to this altitude (vm) can be338

represented as the operation339

vm = Mvi. (3)

where M is the mapping matrix made from the Apex basis vectors. The mapping of the340

covariance of a vector vi when acted upon by an operator M is (e.g. Aster et al., 2018)341

cov(vm) = cov(Mvi) = Mcov(vi)MT . (4)

This is how M is used to estimate the data covariance matrix (Cd = cov(vm)) of the342

mapped perpendicular 3D ion velocity observations that is used to constrain the Lompe343

representation of the horizontal potential electric field (see Laundal et al. (2022) for fur-344

ther details of the Lompe inversion). The covariance matrix of the model parameters de-345

scribing the Lompe representation (mL) is given by the Lompe matrices involved in the346

inversion for the model parameters, namely347

cov(mL) = (GT
LC

−1
d GL + R)−1 (5)
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where GL is the Lompe design matrix describing how the Lompe model parameters re-348

late to the observations of the horizontal part of v⊥ (see e.g. Madelaire et al., 2023). R349

is the regularization used when inverting for mL (here we use λ1 = 0.6, λ2 = 0 as de-350

fined in Laundal et al. (2022), determined using cross validation by minimising the resid-351

ual norm). Due to the imposed regularization, there is a chance that the solution mL352

is biased. Thus, cov(mL) could be an underestimate of the true error (including both353

statistical uncertainty and bias) of the convection representation if the imposed regu-354

larization is not well justified. As shown in this example, the known convection field varies355

smoothly, and hence we argue that our regularization is reasonable. However, in the real356

application to E3D the situation may be different.357

The covariance of the Lompe representation is propagated further, into the per-358

pendicular velocity at the original 3D ion velocity observation below hΦ, which would359

represent the ve,⊥ estimate. This is a relevant quantity when we want to evaluate the360

difference between the perpendicular ion and electron velocities at each observation lo-361

cation to express the perpendicular current density. Going from cov(mL) to cov(ve,⊥)362

is done in two steps, both using equation 4. First, we use the matrix GL that relates mL363

to v⊥ at hΦ at the locations mapping to the observations (here v⊥ ·B = 0 is utilized364

to expand GL to get the radial component of v⊥). Second, when the covariance of v⊥365

at hΦ is known, v⊥ is finally mapped back to its original measurement altitude to ob-366

tain the ve,⊥ estimate. The square root of the diagonal elements of cov(ve,⊥) indicate367

an uncertainty mostly in the range 120 − 230 m/s for the horizontal components and368

30− 60 m/s for the vertical component.369

When using the velocity difference expression in equation 1, the covariance of j⊥370

can be expressed as371

cov(j⊥) = e2
[
var(n)

[
cov(∆v⊥) + ∆v⊥∆vT

⊥
]
+ n2cov(∆v⊥)

]
(6)

where ∆v⊥ = vi,⊥ − ve,⊥ is the 3D vector of ion and electron perpendicular velocity372

difference, e is the elementary charge, and var(n) is the variance of the electron density,373

also obtained from e3doubt. One can see that the covariance of j⊥ does not only depend374

on the (co)variances of n and ∆v⊥, but also scales with the electron density squared and375

the outer product ∆v⊥∆vT
⊥.376

Figure 6 shows to what accuracy E3D may be capable of estimating j⊥ with the377

velocity difference method. We note that this is an estimate using a simulated event with378

both significant electron density and electric currents, with fairly smooth variations in379

space (Figure 2) and no variation in time. The performance of the actual E3D radar sys-380

tem will largely depend on the specific situation and operating mode. Nevertheless, the381

uncertainty analysis carried out here should provide some insights into the expected per-382

formance. Figure 6A shows the geographic eastward component (ϕ) of the perpendic-383

ular current density from the GEMINI model along the 31 beams. The horizontal grid384

within the green frame is placed at 90 km, and represents the horizontal part of the grid385

to be used in the volumetric reconstruction described in the following section, and is the386

same as the green frame in Figure 3. Panel B shows the square root of the diagonal el-387

ement of cov(j⊥) from equation 6 corresponding to the eastward direction. One can see388

that the estimated uncertainties of j⊥ are substantial, with the majority of the values389

in the range 5-20 µA/m2 in this example. The uncertainty of the northward component390

of j⊥ is found to be of similar magnitudes (not shown). In Figure 6D we show the sig-391

nal to noise ratio: the magnitude of the perpendicular current density from GEMINI over392

the magnitude of the error: SNR = |j⊥|/|σj⊥ |, where |σj⊥ | =
√
cov(j⊥)ee + cov(j⊥)nn + cov(j⊥)uu,393

and the subscripts refer to the respective diagonal elements. Here it is evident that in394

the E region, the uncertainty is typically smaller than the current density itself, suggest-395

ing that it is possible to retrieve the quantity here. In Figure 6C, we plot a vertical pro-396

file along one of the beams used. One can see that below ∼ 140 km, SNR is above 1.397

The vertical profile of |j⊥| from the GEMINI model along the same beam is also shown.398

One can see that |j⊥| is mainly confined below 140 km.399
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Figure 6. Co-variances of tri-static ion velocity measurements from E3D, as estimated by

e3doubt, propagated into covariance of the estimated j⊥ as described in section 2.5. A: The

ground truth for comparison, as obtained from the GEMINI model. B: Uncertainty of j⊥,ϕ, ob-

tained as the square root of the corresponding diagonal elements of the covariance matrix. C: A

vertical profile along a specific beam: Blue line is the ratio SNR = |j⊥|/|σj⊥ |, showing that the

error is mainly less than |j⊥| within the E region. Orange line is |j⊥| along the same beam for

comparison. D: The same value as the blue line in C for all beams.
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3 Volumetric reconstruction of full current density vector from j⊥ ob-400

servations401

The motivation for this paper is to investigate the feasibility of utilizing measure-402

ments from the tri-static E3D facility to obtain a volumetric representation of the elec-403

tric current density within the E3D FOV, the E3DSECS model. The above description404

of how to obtain estimates of j⊥ and cov(j⊥) is the first step of this task. We here de-405

scribe a framework that enables the j⊥ measurements to be used in a volumetric recon-406

struction of the full 3D current density (the blue boxes in Figure 1). The most funda-407

mental physical aspects of the E3DSECS modelling scheme is presented in this section.408

For a detailed description of the numerical implementation, also made available as a Python409

package (Reistad et al., 2024), we refer the reader to Appendix A.410

3.1 Decomposing the current411

Since the magnetic field inclination in the E3D field of view is significant (approx-412

imately 11◦), the main magnetic field should not simply be assumed to be vertical. Here413

we formulate how the local magnetic field orientation is used in the transformations be-414

tween the full vector description of j and its projection to the plane perpendicular to B.415

One way to decompose the current is in terms of perpendicular and field-aligned416

components, similar to what was done in equation 1:417

j = j∥b̂+ j⊥, (7)

where418

j⊥ = b̂× (j× b̂). (8)

Another way to decompose the current is in terms of horizontal and vertical com-419

ponents:420

j = jr r̂+ jh, (9)

where421

jh = r̂× (j× r̂) = jθ θ̂ + jϕϕ̂. (10)

Here r̂ is a vertical unit vector, and θ̂ and ϕ̂ are unit vectors in the co-latitude and az-422

imuthal directions, respectively.423

If b̂ is vertical, the perpendicular/field-aligned decomposition and horizontal / ver-424

tical decompositions are identical. However, for E3D, the inclination should be taken into425

account. We define b̂ = br r̂+ bθ θ̂ + bϕϕ̂ and j = jr r̂+ jθ θ̂ + jϕϕ̂. Then j⊥ can be ex-426

pressed as427

j⊥ =b̂× (j× b̂) (11)

=

b2θ + b2ϕ −brbθ −brbϕ
−brbθ b2r + b2ϕ −bθbϕ
−brbϕ −bθbϕ b2r + b2θ

jr
jθ
jϕ

 (12)

=Bj (13)

where the three components refer to the r, θ, ϕ directions, here radial, co-latitude and428

azimuthal, respectively. The 3×3 matrix B describes the projection of a vector repre-429

sentation of j onto the plane perpendicular to B, and will be used in the implementa-430

tion of the 3D reconstruction of j described below.431

3.2 The proposed 3D representation432

We now develop a horizontally layered description of the current density field by433

expanding a commonly used representation of the high latitude ionospheric currents. Amm434
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(1997) showed that the divergence-free (DF) and curl-free (CF) Spherical Elementary435

Current Systems (SECS) form a complete basis for describing any sufficiently smooth436

2D vector field on a sphere. He also highlighted certain physical properties of CF and437

DF SECS that are convenient for representing currents, such as their localized nature,438

and that the SECS node coefficient in his 2D application has units of Ampere, represent-439

ing the amount of electric current entering/leaving the localized region. The SECS rep-440

resentation has been widely applied to both height integrated ionospheric currents (e.g.441

Vanhamäki & Juusola, 2020), ionospheric convection (Amm et al., 2010; Reistad et al.,442

2019), and a combination thereof (Laundal et al., 2022), but to our knowledge not yet443

for 3D electric current densities.444

In our layered representation we use the following decomposition of j at each al-445

titude layer:446

j = jr r̂+ jh = jr r̂+ j⋆ + j◦ (14)

where ⋆ and ◦ refer to the CF and DF part of jh at a given height. This is a Helmholtz447

decomposition, here applied to 2D spherical surfaces, enabling jh to be described with448

CF + DF SECS. Note that this layered description is different from the usual SECS rep-449

resentation, in the sense that the SECS basis functions in each layer represent the cur-450

rent density [A/m2] at that layer, and not a sheet current density [A/m] which is usu-451

ally the case. Hence, the SECS model coefficients have units of A/m, and the sheet cur-452

rent density of each layer can be obtained by multiplying by the distance between lay-453

ers.454

The layers of CF + DF SECS describe only the horizontal part of the full current455

density vector. To couple the radial part of the current density with the SECS repre-456

sentation we impose current continuity, leading to an integral in the radial direction for457

jr. Applying ∇ · j = 0 and setting jr(r0) = 0 we get458

jr(r) = −
∫ r

r0

∇ · jhdr, (15)

where in practice the integrand ∇·jh is expressed in terms of height-dependent CF SECS459

amplitudes, since the CF amplitudes have the property that they are proportional to the460

divergence. The DF part of the field has by definition no divergence and therefore does461

not have a direct relation to the radial current density. The altitude r0 should represent462

the ”bottom” of the ionosphere at which no significant radial currents flow. However,463

as mentioned in the previous section, our technique relies on the assumption of treat-464

ing the electrons as fully magnetized, so r0 should be carefully chosen.465

Another convenient property of the SECS basis functions for our purposes is that466

they have a short reach, and hence the model coefficients (the CF + DF SECS node am-467

plitudes) are very localized in nature, describing the degree of divergence and curl of the468

vector field at their specific locations. In our layered description, each layer has a grid469

of CF and DF nodes. For simplicity we place the CF and DF nodes at the same loca-470

tions within each layer, and use a grid that is approximately of equal area (Laundal &471

Reistad, 2022). In the vertical direction, the next layer has its nodes at the same spher-472

ical coordinates to simplify the vertical integration in equation 15. The resulting 3D grid473

is therefore a mesh with shape (K × I ×J), where the dimensions indicate the size in474

the vertical (K) and horizontal (I, J) dimensions. Since the the ion-neutral interactions475

leading to perpendicular currents mainly take place in the E region, typically between476

100 and 140 km, we use a closer spacing of the layers in this region. An example of the477

3D grid can be seen in Figure 7. In this example grid oriented approximately towards478

magnetic north, 22 layers are used, starting at 90 km, with a 5 km separation up to 140479

km. The horizontal resolution of the (17× 11) element cubed sphere grid is (19× 23)480

km with a total extent of (325×264) km in the (magnetic north, east) directions at the481
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Figure 7. An example 3D grid using the proposed layered SECS representation. The altitude

spacing is denser in the E region where j⊥ has more structure. Magnetic field lines originating at

the northern edge of the base of the grid is shown in orange to highlight the inclination above the

E3D system. Note that the Tx/Rx sites shown here are not the real E3D sites, but the modified

locations used in this paper.

base layer at 90 km. This leads to a total of M = 2KIJ = 8, 228 SECS nodes to rep-482

resent both the CF and DF fields in this case.483

The numerical implementation is described in detail in Appendix A. This descrip-484

tion is intended to complement the Python implementation of E3DSECS that is made pub-485

licly available (Reistad et al., 2024).486

4 Performance of reconstruction technique487

Figure 8 shows an example of the volumetric reconstruction of j (bottom row) com-488

pared with the ground truth from the GEMINI model (upper row, no noise). Each spa-489

tial component is shown in separate columns, and 3 cuts are presented in each panel: One490

vertical cut in the central part of the volume (magnetic north-south direction), and two491

horizontal cuts at 102.5 and 355 km altitude. In this reconstruction we have included492

all the steps outlined above (using the velocity difference method to estimate j⊥) to try493

to assess the performance of the E3D radar system: A symmetric 31-beam configura-494

tion is used, and the covariances of the observed 3D ion velocities and electron densi-495

ties along these beams are modelled using e3doubt, assuming a 10-min integration time496

during the fairly perturbed conditions in the GEMINI model run. We note that when497

evaluating the E3DSECS model, it is beneficial to evaluate on locations displaced half498

a grid cell in all 3 spatial directions, due to the singularities of the SECS elementary func-499

tions. This is done in all plots shown here.500

The (r, θ, ϕ) components shown in Figure 8 refer to the geographic reference frame501

used in our representation. However, the orientation of the grid, and hence the vertical502

slice shown, corresponds approximately to the magnetic meridian, as the electrodynam-503
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Figure 8. Example of how the proposed volumetric reconstruction technique performs shown

on a vertical north-south slice through the domain, and two horizontal cuts at 102.5 and 355 km

altitude. Top row: The ground truth that is sampled from (GEMINI model with no noise). The

three columns show the r, θ and ϕ components of the full 3D current density vector. Bottom

row: the corresponding estimated values from the volumetric reconstruction described above. Re-

construction of the horizontal components is overall better than the reconstruction of the radial

component.
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Figure 9. Top row: Current density vector component uncertainties (the square root of the

diagonal of the 3D model covariance matrix propagated into 3D current density space). In ad-

dition to the vertical slice, two horizontal cuts are also shown. Bottom row: The ratio of the

ground truth value of the current density component and the estimated uncertainty, highlighting

the better ability to reconstruct the horizontal components compared to the vertical.

ics in the GEMINI simulation is forced with a pair of field-aligned currents (FAC) aligned504

north-south in magnetic coordinates, see Figure 2. In the GEMINI panels of the hori-505

zontal components a relatively weak current density is seen extending throughout the506

F region. This is the projection of the FACs into the horizontal components.507

It is evident that especially the horizontal part of the reconstructed j is a fairly ac-508

curate description of the ground truth in this case, in the E region. Above hΦ at 200 km509

the model predicts negligible horizontal currents as no observations are provided here.510

However, despite the vertically connected horizontal layers of the CF part of j, the ver-511

tical current density is more challenging to reconstruct on the basis of current continu-512

ity and the 31 beams used. This is expected as its value depends on an integral (sum)513

of the model parameters. Its large-scale features can be recognized, such as the transi-514

tion from upward to downward FAC. It is evident that additional information would be515

beneficial to improve the 3D modelling capabilities of the vertical component of j in this516

case.517

Using the estimated covariance of j⊥ based on realistic E3D sampling (equation518

6) as the data covariance in equation A14, we get an estimate of the covariance of the519

modelled 3D current density j. The square root of the diagonal elements of cov(j), which520

we refer to as the ”uncertainty,” is shown using the same north-south and horizontal slices521

as earlier, in the upper row in Figure 9. It is clear that the radial component has the largest522

uncertainty, and that the uncertainty is reduced in the regions of dense measurements523

above the transmitter site below hΦ. The bottom row in Figure 9 shows the ratio of the524

magnitude of the same current component from GEMINI, divided by the uncertainty in525

the top panel. This signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) type plot highlights where the estimated526
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Figure 10. A different view of the performance of the 3D current density modelling, investi-

gated by comparing the modelled values to the ground truth on a 3D mesh of points not used in

the creation of the model. Again, the better performance of the horizontal components is seen.

Colors represents the three components of j, in addition to the field aligned component, as evalu-

ated only above 200 km (red).

quantities can be expected to be good. This analysis suggests that in the regions of strong527

E region currents in the vicinity of E3D, the uncertainty of the 3D reconstructed hor-528

izontal components of j is generally substantially less than the true value of the current529

density.530

The performance of the 3D reconstruction is further investigated by comparing the531

model output on a uniform 3D mesh inside the domain (not the locations used to make532

the model) to the ground truth value from GEMINI. Figure 10 shows a scatter plot of533

each component of the current density, in addition to j projected along the direction of534

the main magnetic field (FAC) for the evaluation locations above 200 km. Two differ-535

ent metrics of performance are also presented in Figure 10; the Root Mean Square Er-536

ror (RMSE) and the linear correlation coefficient between the modelled and ground truth537

quantity. Despite having the smallest magnitudes among the three components, the ra-538

dial component shows significant scatter, and has the lowest correlation value.539

5 Strategies for improvements540

The inverse problem of the volumetric reconstruction of the electric current den-541

sity outlined in section 3 is typically under-determined, as is the case with the 31-beam542

experiment shown here. This section explores strategies to further constrain the prob-543

lem, which could be possible in the application of this technique by incorporating ad-544
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ditional observations from other ground based and/or low-Earth Orbiting (LEO) instru-545

ments.546

5.1 Specifying the field aligned current pattern on the top boundary547

With large satellite constellations carrying magnetometers, like Iridium NEXT, the548

high latitude field-aligned current pattern is routinely monitored on a coarse scale. Fur-549

thermore, recent advances in regional ionospheric data assimilation like Lompe (Laundal550

et al., 2022; Hovland et al., 2022) significantly reduce the difficulty of utilising multiple551

observational sources to infer the mesoscale FAC pattern in a limited region.552

We have explored the benefits on our 3D inversion scheme of specifying the radial553

current density on the top face of our domain (to be shown in Figures 11–13). This is554

implemented as additional observations when building the set of equations presented in555

equation A11. Additional rows are stacked, corresponding to the value of the radial cur-556

rent density in the centre locations of the upper layer of the grid, taken from GEMINI.557

These observations are related to the model parameters by constructing a correspond-558

ing S matrix for those locations (see Appendix A), and we use a constant variance of (1µA/m2)2559

for these observations in the inversion.560

5.2 Specifying the vertical Hall and Pedersen current profile561

Another strategy we have investigated is to impose prior knowledge of the verti-562

cal j⊥ profile. Since we have here chosen to extend the 3D model above hΦ, up to 500563

km, the 3D model does not know that j⊥ is assumed to be zero here, unless specified.564

We have tried to address this by adding a cost to the inversion based on a prescribed565

perpendicular current density profile above hΦ. By relating the model amplitudes to the566

Pedersen and Hall current (found by projecting the modelled j⊥ along ê and b̂×ê, re-567

spectively, where ê is the unit vector along the electric field), we add rows to G in equa-568

tion A11 of zero Hall and Pedersen currents along vertical profiles from each horizon-569

tal grid cell from 200 km and above, using a corresponding variance of (1µA/m2)2 in the570

inversion. This strategy can in principle be expanded using other types of observations,571

and will be discussed briefly in the next subsection.572

5.3 Performance of improvement strategies573

Figures 11–13 show the improvements on the volumetric reconstruction of j by us-574

ing the two additional constraints described above, in the same format as Figures 8–10.575

Comparing Figure 11 to Figure 8, the E region horizontal currents remain mostly sim-576

ilar. Above the E region, the additional constraints lead to predicted horizontal currents577

more similar to the projected part of the FAC as seen in the top row, indicating an im-578

provement in this region. The vertical current density now has a structure that is more579

similar to the ground truth than earlier, as expected. A different view on the improve-580

ment in performance is seen by comparing the scatter plots in Figures 10 and 13. This581

confirms that the performance of the horizontal components is similar, with a marginal582

improvement of the performance metrics. Most significantly we observe that the radial583

and field-aligned components are significantly improved by the added constraints. We584

note that the specific noise from e3doubt that is added to vi and n varies each time we585

sample from the estimated distributions. Hence, the exact values in our plots change slightly586

between each realization of the noise, although the statistical properties are the same.587

However, the features we report here are representative trends for the performance, as588

we evaluate the model performance on N = 3360 locations in Figures 8-13, and have589

manually examined a handful of different realizations.590

Similar to Figure 9, Figure 12 shows the estimated model parameter covariance prop-591

agated into current density space, shown as the square root of the diagonal elements of592
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Figure 11. Performance of the 3D reconstruction when using the additional constraints de-

scribed in sections 5.1 and 5.2. In the same format as Figure 8.
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Figure 12. Uncertainties of the 3D reconstruction when using the additional constraints de-

scribed in sections 5.1 and 5.2. In the same format as Figure 9.
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Figure 13. Performance of the 3D reconstruction when using the additional constraints de-

scribed, in the same format as Figure 10.
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cov(j) in the same cuts as earlier. One can see that the uncertainty in the vertical com-593

ponent (σjr ) is now reduced across the vertical slice, and the corresponding SNR is ∼594

1 in the F region, which is an improvement from Figure 9. σjθ and σjϕ are also reduced,595

but mainly in the F region. This is due to the smaller influence on the solution from the596

E3D measurements when also the additional constraints are included in the fit. The strat-597

egy of adding information about the vertical profile of the current could also in princi-598

ple be expanded, e.g. based on ionosonde data of the vertical electron density profile in599

combination with a model of the neutral atmosphere. Then the full altitude profile (not600

only starting at 200 km as done here) of the current could be imposed with a weight (vari-601

ance) that must be determined, to inform the solution in regions void of E3D samples.602

6 Concluding remarks603

As outlined in section 5, one advantage of the direct physical meaning of the model604

parameters is the ability to relate them to other observations, like the radial current den-605

sity at the top of the domain, and the Hall and Pedersen current, which could be inferred606

from other sources of data. In addition, the initial step outlined in section 2.3 is also very607

much suited to include additional data through the use of the Lompe framework. This608

includes data sources such as HF radars, ground and LEO magnetometers, all-sky cam-609

eras, and possibly F -region neutral wind estimates. Since the Lompe representation could610

provide both estimates of the horizontal height integrated Hall and Pedersen current as611

well as the field-aligned current, this can be used directly in the subsequent volumetric612

3D reconstruction of j, by formulating how the height integrated Hall and Pedersen cur-613

rents in the 3D model relate to model parameters. This may further enforce the verti-614

cal coupling between layers for all model parameters (at present only CF parameters are615

directly linked through current continuity).616

As mentioned in the introduction, the volumetric reconstruction of the electric field617

and neutral wind field by Stamm et al. (2023) represents a completely independent way618

of reconstructing the 3D ionospheric electrodynamics based on E3D measurements. The619

two approaches differ in the type of assumptions used, and the degrees of freedom in the620

representation of the electrodynamics. The framework presented here (E3DSECS) is de-621

signed to conveniently integrate additional data sources that describe the 3D electrody-622

namics, due to its strong similarities with the Lompe framework. It remains to be tested623

which of the formulations perform the best in various scenarios, possibly with simulated624

data like what is done in this paper (an OSSE).625

Considering the estimates of the uncertainties of our volumetric reconstruction of626

j, we suggest that our modelling approach could be feasible with E3D. However, it is likely627

that significant improvements can be made from including also additional data sources,628

especially in constraining the vertical component of j. Ideally, better data coverage should629

help constraining all components of j. However, we are also limited by the assumptions630

made in our formulation (e.g. the assumptions of ions and electrons being fully magne-631

tised in different regions, and the steady state description of the convection electric field,632

(∇×E = 0). The significant integration time needed to get acceptable covariances will633

also limit the ability to fit the data, as the system may evolve significantly during this634

time. In this paper we have not experimented extensively with the beam configuration635

to find an optimal pattern for this purpose. By optimising the beam pattern and oper-636

ation mode of E3D, significant improvements are likely to be made in the performance637

of the volumetric reconstruction. Although the E3DSECS package together with e3doubt638

is suited for investigating this, the beam optimization task is not trivial and must be adapted639

to the specific scientific application of the experiment. We therefore deem this to be out-640

side the scope of the present work. However, we mention some of the relevant consid-641

erations to take into account in the planning of such experiments: Lower elevation beams642

have generally increased noise levels because the beam width of the phased-array sys-643

tem increases with increasing zenith angle, making it difficult to reconstruct an extended644
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Figure 14. Neutral wind field components estimated directly via Equation 16. These esti-

mates rely on j⊥ obtained from the output of E3DSECS, E from the initial step Lompe fit, and

the ionospheric conductivities given from the GEMINI model.

horizontal region. Furthermore, the E-field mapping from F -region measurements may645

require additional beams than those used to sample the E region within the analysis vol-646

ume, as the inclination of the B-field is such that the field lines at the southern edges647

of the 3D volume map out of the volume.648

Using the velocity difference approach to estimate j⊥, one obtains current density649

estimates without making any assumptions about the neutral winds. Hence, Ohm’s law650

(equation 2) can subsequently be used to infer the component of the neutral wind field651

perpendicular to B, u⊥. The corresponding direct solution for u⊥ given by rearranging652

Ohm’s law is653

u⊥ =
E× b̂

B
+

σh j⊥ − σp j⊥ × b̂

B(σ2
p + σ2

h)
, (16)

where B is the magnitude of the main field. E is the electric field mapped down from654

the F region, not in the frame of the neutral wind. Figure 14 shows the three spatial com-655

ponents of u⊥ at a horizontal cut at 102.5 km, using j⊥ as described by our E3DSECS656

model, and mapping the topside E-field expressed by the Lompe-fit described in section657

2.3. Furthermore, the Hall and Pedersen conductivities must be specified to carry out658

these estimates, here taken directly from the GEMINI model. In reality, this must be659

inferred from the E3D measurements through assumptions about the neutral atmosphere.660

In GEMINI, the neutral wind field is set to 0 m/s. Hence, the deviations from u⊥ =661

0 m/s reflect the uncertainties in estimates of u⊥ with the proposed modelling scheme662

(not taking into account uncertainties in σH and σP that also must be estimated in the663

E3D case). It is clear that significant errors are seen outside the E3D beam pattern, agree-664

ing with the error estimates of j shown in Figures 9 and 12. However, within the region665

sampled by the E3D beams, the deviations from zero neutral wind are much smaller. In666

this limited region, approximately 50% of the grid cells in Figure 14 have absolute val-667

ues < 30 m/s. Hence, we suggest that our volumetric reconstruction technique could668

be useful in producing maps of also u⊥ in the E region above E3D.669

Appendix A Numerical implementation670

A python implementation with demonstration examples of the described 3D elec-671

tric current model is made publicly available (Reistad et al., 2024). The following tech-672

nical description aims at giving a complete description of how E3DSECS is implemented.673

We first explain in section A1 the most basic features and principles of the E3DSECS674

representation. Next, detailed information is provided in section A2 on how the differ-675

ent matrices are constructed. Section A3 brings together the different parts into the fi-676
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nal full set of equations, and section A4 describes how the solution is found through in-677

version.678

A1 Core design principles of the relationship between j and model pa-679

rameters680

What we infer from the E3D measurements is j⊥ (see section 2.4), and what we681

want to reconstruct is the 3D current density j everywhere in the domain. As outlined682

in section 3, the 3D representation of j is described by SECS amplitudes. They are or-683

ganized in an M -element column vector m. The forward problem describing the linear684

relationship between the observations of j⊥ and the model parameters m is then685

j⊥ = Gm. (A1)

Let’s first assume that we only have 1 observation of j⊥ = (jr, jθ, jϕ)
T . The matrix G686

must necessarily contain the projection matrix (equation 13) which acts on the full cur-687

rent vector. Let’s write this as688

j⊥ = BG′m. (A2)

The matrix G′ must produce the 3D current vector j from the set of model parameters689

m, and must therefore have the shape (3,M) for our single observation. Each row of G′,690

when multiplied with m, gives the corresponding component of j. The first row of G′,691

which corresponds to the radial component, must therefore involve the integral in equa-692

tion 15.693

We express the radial part as jr = Sm. S is the matrix that carries out the in-694

tegral in equation 15. When we only have 1 observation to relate, S is (1×M). More695

details on how S is constructed is given in section A2. Next, let Gh be the matrix that696

gives the two horizontal components of j from the set of model parameters m. Gh will697

thus be made from the standard 2D SECS equations at each altitude layer (described698

in detail in section A2). When only one vector is calculated, it is a (2×M) matrix. A699

full 3D current vector can then be calculated by700

j =

jr
jθ
jϕ

 = G′m =

(
S
Gh

)
m (A3)

In total, we then have701

j⊥ =

j⊥,r

j⊥,θ

j⊥,ϕ

 = B
(

S
Gh

)
m. (A4)

The next step is to expand these matrices so that we can calculate N j⊥ vectors702

in one matrix multiplication, enabling the system of 3N equations to be inverted for m.703

A2 Details on how the different components of j are related to m704

The matrices above produce only one vector. To map between the model param-705

eters m and N j⊥ vectors we need to stack the vector components and the correspond-706

ing matrices in a specific way, as will be outlined in this and the following subsection.707

As mentioned above, we use divergence-free (DF) and curl-free (CF) SECS functions to708

describe the horizontal component of j in K layers placed at the radial distance rk=0,1,...,K−1.709

In each layer the functions are placed in a grid described by the coordinates θij , ϕij (same710

for all k), where i = 0, 1, . . . , I − 1 and j = 0, 1, . . . , J − 1. The location of each mea-711

surement n can be converted into the ”k-i-j” coordinate space, i.e. each observation will712

have an exact (floating) value of its location in the 3D grid, (k, i, j). Since we place the713
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SECS nodes in the centre of the voxels spanned by the (r, θ, ϕ) grid, its rounded num-714

ber will refer to the specific grid cell the observation fall within. The exact value of the715

index will be used later in our implementation as a built-in (bi)linear interpolation fea-716

ture, to take advantage of the knowledge of the exact location of the observation when717

coupling the horizontal layers. Unless otherwise stated, the kij indices refer to their rounded718

values. Furthermore, n and N , respectively, denote the nth observation and the total719

number of observations, and the superscript ⋆ and ◦ respectively refer to CF and DF parts.720

Horizontal part of j721

The standard SECS matrices, G⋆
e and G⋆

n, produce the eastward and northward722

components of the CF current from a model vector at a set of N given coordinates (see723

e.g. Vanhamäki & Juusola, 2020). The 3D implementation described here stack these724

matrices from each layer in a specific way, as described here, using an existing SECS im-725

plementation (Laundal & Reistad, 2022) as a starting point. The size of G⋆
e and G⋆

n (and726

their DF counterparts) is (N × IJ) for each layer. Since the SECS nodes are located727

at the same (θij , ϕij) for all k, the SECS matrices at each layer (at radius rk) will be the728

matrix at the bottom layer (r0) multiplied by r0/rk. This holds also for the elements of729

the SECS matrices affected by the singularity correction described by Vanhamäki and730

Juusola (2020), which we also use. The model vector m and the Gh matrix must be con-731

structed in a consistent manner through the stacking of the vertical layers. The stack-732

ing is done in the following way:733

Gm =

[
−G⋆

n,0 . . . −G⋆
n,K−1 −G◦

n,0 . . . −G◦
n,K−1

G⋆
e,0 . . . G⋆

e,K−1 G◦
e,0 . . . G◦

e,K−1

]
(A5)

Gm is a (2N ×M) matrix describing the relationship between model parameters and734

the horizontal current density jh inside the 3D domain. This ”k-i-j” stacking uses numpy’s735

ravel/flatten/reshape functions, called in the ”k-i-j” order (using the row-major option),736

allowing convenient mapping between 1D kij and 3D (k, i, j) representations. We have737

chosen to let only the two closest layers to an observation describe its value. This means738

that all columns in Gm not associated with floor(k) and ceil(k) will be zero, where739

k is the non-integer index of observation n in the vertical direction. Hence, at the two740

layers of interest for observation n, the altitude scaled SECS matrices are used, with a741

weight corresponding to the vertical distance of n from the two layers: wbelow = 1 −742

(k mod 1) for the below layer and wabove = k mod 1 for the above layer. All columns743

relating to model parameters in the rest of the layers will get a 0 value for the respec-744

tive observation n. Hence, in this linear vertical weighting scheme, each row of Gm will745

only have 4IJ non-zero values (IJ values for the layer above and below the measurement,746

for both the CF and DF amplitudes). Due to this ”two-layer” implementation, only ob-747

servations having k ∈ [0,K−1) are considered. The ”k-i-j” stacking of Gh determines748

the order of the corresponding elements in the (M×1) model vector: m = ((m⋆
kij)

T , (m◦
kij)

T )T .749

Radial part of j750

The calculation of jr is done via the integral in equation 15. In this way, current751

continuity will be explicitly enforced, which will help to constrain the solution. Due to752

the grid design and SECS elementary function properties, we can approximate the in-753

tegral as a sum to calculate jr at rn:754

jr(rn) ≈ −
k∑

q=0

m⋆
qij(rq+1 − rq)

Aqij
(A6)

where rn is a position vector that points somewhere in the kij’th grid cell and q is a sum755

index (in the vertical dimension) running up to the layer of observation n. It is evident756

that jr(rn) is a linear sum of the CF model parameters, each being proportional to the757
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divergence of the horizontal current density field inside its respective grid cell (see sec-758

tion 3.2). The negative sign is due to a positive divergence representing a current in neg-759

ative r̂ direction. Aqij is the area of grid cell qij and m⋆
qij is the curl-free SECS ampli-760

tude at that grid cell. Strategies for improving accuracy of the integration will be dis-761

cussed in the next paragraph. Hence, the following expression in equation A7 is a slight762

simplification of what is actually used in the paper (see next paragraph). Based on equa-763

tion A6, we can construct an (N ×KIJ) matrix S, whose elements are764

Sn,f(q,in,jn) =


− (rq+1−rq)

Aqinjn
, q = 0, . . . , f loor(kn)− 1

−wbelow(rq+1−rq)
Aqinjn

, q = floor(kn)

−wabove(rq+1−rq)
Aqinjn

, q = ceil(kn)

0, q = ceil(kn), . . . ,K − 1.

(A7)

f(q, in, jn) is a function returning the flattened index corresponding to the qinjn’th grid765

cell, which in our implementation is the numpy.ravel multi index function. kn, in, and766

jn are the indices corresponding to the grid cell of rn. In filling the columns of S, q takes767

any integer value from 0 to K − 1 for each observation n. As evident from the above768

equation, the k index of observation n determines which expression to use when filling769

S for each value of q. The above and below weights (w) are the same as used in the Gm770

matrix. This weighting will act as a linear interpolation in the vertical direction when771

approximating the integral at a location between two SECS layers.772

In the original SECS application (Amm, 1997), the SECS functions act as a 2D spa-773

tial interpolation scheme in between the nodes, and the modelled vector field can be smoothly774

reconstructed at any location (not taking into account possible singularity effects). While775

this is true for the horizontal part of j, our above treatment of jr through current con-776

tinuity does not lead to a similarly smooth jr field in the horizontal plane. This is due777

to the above integration being based solely on the SECS model amplitudes centered at778

the (injn)’th grid cells. Hence, any horizontal evaluation location inside that grid cell779

will yield the same result for jr, making the horizontal variation of jr pixelated, in com-780

parison to the horizontal components of j. We have implemented a simple bilinear in-781

terpolation scheme to avoid this. The idea is that for each observation, the radial inte-782

gration is distributed among the four SECS nodes (at each layer) that the observation783

falls within. Equation A7 is still used to compute the elements, but in addition, there784

will be a 2D weight factor, w2D(i, j) multiplied to each element, depending on the lo-785

cation of n relative to the 4 neighboring CF SECS nodes. This leads to a smooth hor-786

izontal variation of the estimated jr, based on the assumption of linear variation of the787

model amplitudes in the two horizontal directions.788

A3 Full set of equations789

If O is a matrix of zeros with the same shape as S, we now have that790

j =

jr
jθ
jϕ

 =

 S O
−G⋆

n −G◦
n

G⋆
e G◦

e

(
m⋆

m◦

)
(A8)

The full matrix has dimension 3N×M and represents a way to reconstruct the full 3D791

vector from knowledge about the horizontal components only, assuming current conti-792

nuity and no vertical current at the bottom layer. This is the set of equations that is typ-793

ically used in the forward problem when m is known.794

However, for the E3D application, we need to project the full 3D vector into the795

perpendicular direction since that is what can be estimated from the observations. To796

do that we have to stack the projection matrix B from equation 13 in a way consistent797

with the component-wise (jr, jθ, jϕ) representation of j in equation A8. To construct the798
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projection matrix for N observations, we use a permutation matrix P that swaps the rows799

such that the components become sorted vectorwise, and then use that same permuta-800

tion matrix to switch back after the projection has been performed. Renaming the B ma-801

trices above as Bn, corresponding to the n’th observation (made from the magnetic field802

unit vector components at rn), we can make a full 3N×3N projection matrix like this:803

B =


B1

B2

. . .

BN

 (A9)

where the rest of the matrix elements are zero. Since B is now stacked so that it should804

operate on a 3N×1 array of current vectors, sorted vectorwise and not componentwise,805

we make a permutation matrix (also 3N × 3N) like this:806

P3i,i = 1

P3i+1,i+N = 1

P3i+2,i+2N = 1,

i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (A10)

with zeros elsewhere. The transpose of this matrix is its inverse, and it performes the807

opposite permuation. The final relation between the components of j⊥ as can be esti-808

mated with E3D and the model parameters m is then:809

j⊥,r

j⊥,θ

j⊥,ϕ

 = P⊤BP

 S O
−G⋆

n −G◦
n

G⋆
e G◦

e

(
m⋆

m◦

)
= Gm (A11)

A4 Solving for the 3D model coefficients810

Using the estimates of j⊥ and its associated covariance, equation A11 can be solved811

for the model parameters m.812

m =
(
GCdGT + λR

)−1 GTd (A12)

where Cd is the data covariance matrix for the j⊥ estimates as described by equation 6,813

λ is a zeroth order Tikhonov regularization parameter, R is a regularization matrix de-814

scribed in the next section, and d is the (3N×1) column vector of the component-wise815

(r, θ, ϕ) observations of j⊥. Similar to equation 5, the covariance matrix of the 3D model816

vector is given by817

cov(m) = (GTC−1
d G+ λR)−1 (A13)

Applying equation 4, the final covariance of the modelled 3D current density j is then818

cov(j) = cov(G′m) = G′cov(m)G′T = G′(GTC−1
d G+ λR)−1G′T . (A14)

where G′ is the matrix producing j when multiplied with m, see equation A8.819

Regularization820

Since the inverse problem is typically ill-posed, we need to apply regularization to821

get a meaningful solution. We employ a regularization scheme based on zeroth-order Tikhonov822

regularization (e.g. Aster et al., 2018) to encourage small model coefficients unless oth-823

erwise dictated by the data. The model amplitudes have a localized reach, are oriented824

in horizontal layers, and have units of A/m. They therefore represent the sheet current825
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density of the respective layer at their respective horizontal location. Since we use a vari-826

able vertical spacing of our layers to enable finer structures to be resolved in the E re-827

gion, the conversion from the model coefficient values to horizontal current density val-828

ues [A/m2] depends on the vertical spacing of layers at the point of interest. Since our829

data are in units of [A/m2], the zeroth order Tikhonov regularization parameter should830

reflect the differences in vertical spacing by being proportional to the vertical spacing831

distance for each parameter. Hence, the R matrix in equations A12 - A14 is a diagonal832

M×M matrix whose diagonal elements are the vertical difference up to the next layer833

for each model parameter, where the last spacing is repeated for the top layer.834

To find the optimal scaling value for R (i.e. determining the value of λ), we use cross835

validation. Since we have a ground truth to compare with (GEMINI), we choose the value836

of λ that produces the smallest norm of the misfit vector, when the misfit is evaluated837

on a set of points from a uniform mesh that were not used to make the model (a test dataset).838

It should be noted that this is not directly applicable to E3D since the ground truth is839

not available, but the approach used here with synthetic data could potentially be used840

to choose λ in the case of real E3D data.841

Appendix B Open Research842

The implementation described in this paper is publicly available on GitHub (https://843

github.com/jpreistad/e3dsecs) and Reistad et al. (2024). Together with the GEM-844

INI output used in this work for benchmarking and validation of the technique (Reistad845

& Zettergren, 2024), the code repository contains notebook scripts to perform the anal-846

ysis and make all figures shown in this paper.847
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